Message from the Head of School

Philanthropy is power, agency and the ability to change Walker’s and the world.

This annual report is a tribute to those who choose to change the world by investing in Walker’s students — girls who learn from master teachers who foster confident, curious students. It is my greatest delight to be leading Walker’s as we propel the arc of our trajectory upwards.

What a terrific year for our school! Students and faculty have distinguished themselves through the recognition of their mastery of knowledge, their pursuit of excellence and through service-based community partnerships and pursuing opportunities to present work through national competitions and programs. A Walker’s senior secured a highly competitive summer research internship at Jackson Labs following her year-long internship there and before entering Northwestern University where she is studying biochemistry. Walker’s Grapes won Gold at the Wyvern Invitational A Cappella Festival, New England’s largest a cappella festival. Two Walker’s students were invited to attend Middlebury’s highly selective summer program at the Breadloaf School of English.

Walker’s donors gave in striking ways to accomplish so much. Growth in giving among alumnae and parents, the thrill of a remarkable $1,000,000 Challenge met and the emergence of a new circle of donors, the Copper Beech Society, committed to our girls’ school mission all helped to create an extraordinary year of teaching, learning and leading for our girls.

Investing in the education of girls is philanthropy at its very best and precisely where our exceptional educators inspire students to realize their potential. By choosing to give a gift to Walker’s, our donors are igniting the next generation of innovators, leaders, and impact players on the field and in their communities. Walker’s graduates are talented, extraordinary, inspired women who cherish learning and doing.

Many have heard me state that girls’ learning communities must not accept the disproportionate way funding has been directed when compared to coed boarding schools — resources have been directed in gendered ways — with boys’ schools and formerly boys’ schools far more financially secure in terms of their endowments and their annual funds. With the help of alumnæ, parents, grandparents, faculty, staff and friends, we intend to rewrite that narrative for Walker’s. We need to celebrate and perpetuate those institutions that have created the women change-makers of today.

Every year the Annual Fund for Walker’s serves to close the gap between tuition and the true cost of attendance for each student. This collective philanthropy supports the activities of this school — from field trips to visit a research laboratory or the Yale Art Museum, to new soccer balls, laptops and printers.

Our mission is essential — the next generation of innovators, political leaders, researchers, actors, business leaders and parents are being educated at Walker’s. Our students are fascinating, smart, lively, intensely motivated and curious about their world. They deserve a challenging dynamic learning community. Your support, and your encouragement of others to make the support of Walker’s girls a giving priority, is leveling Walker’s financial playing field.

All on campus are touched by the choice of our 900+ donors to invest in the life of learning and transformation here and we applaud you for your generosity — you are indeed changing Walker’s, and the world.

With great appreciation and admiration,

Meera Viswanathan
SOURCES AND APPLICATION OF FUNDS — FY 2018-2019

**Total Sources of Funds**

- **Tuition and Fees**: $12,662,830 (57%)
- **Other Income**: $2,028,467 (9%)
- **Annual Fund for Walkers**: $1,912,206 (9%)
- **Endowment Support**: $3,394,423 (15%)
- **Other Contributions**: $2,235,218 (10%)

**Total Sources of Funds**: $22,233,144

**Application of Funds**

- **Instruction**: $4,021,798 (19%)
- **Financial Aid**: $4,802,082 (22%)
- **Plant Operation**: $2,840,809 (13%)
- **Student Support**: $4,819,378 (22%)
- **Auxiliary**: $1,955,245 (9%)

**Total Application of Funds**: $21,564,166

**Endowment Comparison**

- **The Ethel Walker School**: $22,905,554
- **Avon Old Farms School**: $59,749,717
- **Berkshire School**: $134,000,000
- **Chatham Hall**: $59,070,894
- **Deerfield Academy**: $603,352,392
- **Emma Willard School**: $93,000,000
- **The Loomis Chaffee School**: $214,161,278
- **Miss Hall’s School**: $16,000,000
- **Miss Porter’s**: $129,307,536
- **The Madeira School**: $68,688,035
- **Westminster School**: $103,039,500

**Endowment History**

- **2015**: $17,459,967
- **2016**: $16,643,872
- **2017**: $24,718,152
- **2018**: $25,386,115
- **2019**: $22,905,554

**Unrestricted Annual Gifts by Constituency**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Constituency</th>
<th>Number of Donors</th>
<th>Annual Fund Participation</th>
<th>Annual Fund* Unrestricted $</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Trustee</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>96%</td>
<td>$628,343</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Former Trustee</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>52%</td>
<td>$416,982</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alumnae</td>
<td>635</td>
<td>18%</td>
<td>$1,434,429</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current Parents</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>46%</td>
<td>$139,271</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current Grandparents</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>$20,135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faculty/Staff</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>76%</td>
<td>$18,219</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Past Parents</td>
<td>139</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>$376,886</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friends</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>$21,946</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Senior Class (2019)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>$36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foundation/Corp/Vendors/MG</td>
<td>79</td>
<td></td>
<td>$749,655</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Annual Fund FY19</strong></td>
<td><strong>902</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>$3,805,902</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Donors who belong to more than one constituency group have the dollar amount of their gifts counted for all relevant categories and are counted in the donor number and percentages for all relevant categories.

**2018–2019 ANNUAL REPORT OF PHILANTHROPY**
Leadership Giving Societies

The Leadership Giving Societies represent our most generous donors. Their significant Walker’s Fund for Annual Giving, Capital and Endowment gifts make the current programs and future plans a reality, for which we are most grateful.

Copper Beech Society
($100,000 +)

Copper Beech Society members are donors who have pledged to give $100,000 or more to Walker’s over three years.

Alexandra Badger Airth ’83
Margot Campbell Bogert ’60
Ann Watson Bresnahan ’69
Sarah Gates Colley ’75
Jean Moore Edwards ’69
Sarah Johnson ’78, P’10

Cynthia Kirkland Kellogg ’60
Shelley Marks ’81
Laura Mountcastle ’74
Letitia McClure Potter ’55, P’85
Katharine O’Brien Rohn ’82
Margot Treman Rose ’80

Lisa Pagliaro Selz ’69
Mary Holley Uihlein ’40
Helen Potter Wagner ’75
Abra Prentice Wilkin ’60

Last year, an inspired group of alumnae leaders who recognize the importance of growing the resources of the School came together to create the new Copper Beech Society. The Copper Beech Society’s name is drawn from the landmark tree that graces the front lawn of our Chapel.

Copper Beech members are committed to supporting Walker’s annually at a leadership level. These inspired donors are deeply committed to promoting increased giving to all Walker’s Giving Societies each year.
**Head’s Circle**
($50,000 + )
In honor of the Head of School for giving at the highest level

Anonymous (2)
Margot Campbell Bogert ’60
Ann Watson Bresnahan ’69
Sarah Gates Colley ’75
The Edward E. Ford Foundation
Jean Moore Edwards ’69
Barbara Nash and Patrick Flynn P’05
Aileen Turnbull Geddes ’56
Horizons National Student Enrichment Program, Inc.
Jacqueline Mars P’83
Letitia McClure Potter ’60, P’85
Anne and J. Christopher Reyes P’16
Ethel Worthington Riley ’35*
Katharine O’Brien Rohn ’82
Nancy and John Sabol GP’20

**The Sundial Society**
($25,000 + )
In honor of the School symbol

Alexandra Badger Arth ’83
Anonymous
Denise and Chad Alfeld P’19
Constance Lavino Bell ’48, P’72, ’75, GP’12, ’14
Margareta Bredin Brokaw ’66
Lisa Smith Cashin ’71
Christine and Kevin Chessen P’17
Ximena Eleta de Sierra ’83
Sarah Johnson ’78, P’10
Lucy Rosenberry Jones ’59, P’80, GP’21
Barbara Thomas Kennedy ’69
Shelley Marks ’81
Myrtha Moore ’79
Laura Mountcastle ’74
Melanie and Todd Pancavage P’21, ’24
Sabah Sadegh-Vaziri ’82
Linda and Neal Strohmeyer P’21
Mary Holley Uhlein ’40
Emily R. Wick P’15
Abra Prentice Wilkin ’60
Teresi Trentan Williams ’55, P’80

**The Horas Aureas Society**
($10,000 + )
In honor of the School motto, “Nullas Horas Nisi Aureas”

Anonymous (2)
Hilary Clark ’87
Janet and Stanley Cohen P’93, GP’15, ’16, ’18, ’20, ’21
Connecticut Department of Economic & Community Development
Lindsay P. N. Flynn ’05
Mary Gardner Gates ’60
J. Walton Bissell Foundation, Inc.
James W. Kinnear P’69, ’71, W’47
Cecily Chilton Mathai ’77
Anne Sivage Borland ’64
Jodi and Anthony Oh
Kelly O’Connor Pasciuco ’79
Melissa and Thomas Regan P’13
Mary Bebel Schinke ’81
Robert H. Spilman P’76
The Scripps Family Fund for Education and the Arts
Elizabeth Smith van Gemenen ’77, P’07, ’09
Meera Visvanathan and Eric Widmer
William and Alice Mortenson Foundation

**The Ethel Walker Smith Society**
($5,000 + )
In honor of the School founder, Ethel Walker Smith

Anonymous (2)
Jennifer Alter Abt ’89
Robert Gerstell Bennett ’53
Carroll Morgan Carpenter ’59, P’68
Gillian Reighley Christensen ’69
Elizabeth Sivage Clark ’67, P’04
Rebecca and G. Munroe Cobey P’01, ’03
Natalie and David Corbett P’21
Mally Cox-Chapman ’69
Harriet Blees Dewey ’60, P’86, GP’21, ’23
Susan Nicholls Ferriere ’69
Susan S. Ford ’63
Mary and Nicholas Greggains P’21
Toan Huynh ’93
Christy Johnson P’21
Gurukirn Khalsa ’69
Sandra Marin Lautier ’07
Anne Wakefield Leck ’62
Jan Macler ’68
Sarah-Jane McCarthy Markoe ’80, P’21
Ruth Cummings Mead ’47
Pamela Webster Murphy ’94
Katharine S. O’Brien P’82, ’84
Thomas Rutledge
Carolyn M. Stimmel
The Stocker Foundation
Pennell Whitney ’69

**Leadership League**
($2,500 + )
In honor of volunteers who take a leadership role

Anonymous (4)
Phoebe Haffner Andrew ’56
Jan and John R. Barr P’04
Suzanne Sivage Borland ’64, P’91
Rebecca and Robert Gaize P’21
Caryl Van Ranst Dearing ’60
Tiffany and Mehnesh Donelson P’23, ’25
Eversource Energy Foundation, Inc.
Elizabeth Jack Griswold ’63
Audrey Fentress Gorter ’50, P’77
Ironwood Capital Holdings, LLC
Frieda P. Jacobs ’71
Deborah Knight P’95
Lijing Yao and Hongbo Li P’19
Colleen and Robert Magnus P’20
Laurie Mack McBride ’57
Martha Bloch McLanahan ’58
Kim Pereira
Susan Jensen Rawles ’82
Brooke Gaffney Redmond ’90
Roger J. Roche, Jr.
Lorie and Stuart Rosenwald
Pamela Safford ’81
Jean Titt Sammis ’57
Anne Brainard Schmitt ’64
Emma Simon ’89
Deborah Bell Spooheh ’75, P’14
Abigail Trabold ’57
Christine Nichols Tredway ’46
Nancy Mack van Euler ’79
Teresa Younger

**The 1911 Society**
($1,911 + )
In recognition of the year of the School’s founding

Joan Ferguson Ellis ’47
Sara Kellogg Goodrich
Ruth Harrison Grove ’69
Mary Cobey Hallassy ’01
Ann C. Madison Hamm ’84
Charlotte Weidlein Lenzner ’05
Wei Tang and Jinsong Li P’20
Meleda Wegner Lowry ’81
Rose Marie and Philip McLoughlin P’98
Kathryn and Robert Morris P’19
Martha Scott Mouer ’69
Amy H. Neidlinger ’00
Kathryn McCarthy Parsons ’75
Jeanette Poillon ’75
Holly Zickler and David Rifkind P’19
Elizabeth S. Spoehel ’14
Helen Potter Wagner ’75
Florence Forgan Wheeler ’42

* DECEASED
the Cluett Society
($1,000 +)

To commemorate the original Cluett Dormitory given in memory of Emily Cluett, Class of 1919, by her family

Jean Reddy Armour ’45
David H. Badger P’83
Beverly Vander Poel Barr ’60, P’82
Elizabeth Elkinton Barr ’69
Karen Polcer Bdera ’79
Nancie Magee Bourne ’53, P’77, ’82
Christopher L. Brigham
Barbara Bristol ’67
Wendy Buck Brown ’79
Jean Waller Brune GP’17, ’19
C.E. Floyd Company, Inc.
Anne Crandall Campbell ’78
Cynthia Clasgens ’70
Christina Dillon Cohen ’85
Jeanmarie and Christopher Cosgrove P’25
Cynthia Gowen Crawford ’79
Michelle and Mark Cullen P’20
Linda Mitchell Davis ’49
Sarah House Denby ’72
Nancy Alexander Doyal ’81
Katherine Dresdner ’69
Michele and Steven Doyal P’13, ’21
Mollie Stark Eckelberry ’48, P’82
Frances Beinecke Elston ’66
Tania Goss Evans ’55
Figure Eight Properties, Inc.
Mary Melvin Fleming ’75
Amy and Stuart Forman P’02
Phyllis Richard Friggs ’60
Melissa Gaffney ’90
Nancy Cisco Gilbert ’72
Gertrude Mertens Goff ’46
Sarah Schutt Harrison ’55
The Harvey Hubbell Foundation
Diane B. Hoffman P’75, ’76
Hilary Walker Hotchkiss ’75
Holly Huiburd ’67
Jill Enlund Jensen ’72
Diana Waud Kruglick ’53*
Karen and Victor Lawson P’25
Sarah Wood Lewis ’69
Lia Honda
Nancy Kittrell Lickle ’53*
Christopher Lunding
The Manafort Family Foundation Inc.
Penelope and John Maynard GP’19, ’22
Alison McCall ’72
Julien L. McCall P’72
Amy Miller
Gail Sheppard Moloney ’56
Lucille and Lane Morrison P’93
Mary Mountcastle ’72
Elizabeth Nash Muench ’55
Carol Keeney Munro ’56
Audrey Nevins ’73
Leslie Hailand Newman ’66
Wendy French Nolan ’67
Gretchen Orschiedt
Suzanne Patterson ’53
Amy and Neil Paul P’16, ’18
Jeanette C. Pelizzon ’07
J. Brian Potts P’22
Esther Pryor ’85
Nancy Rathborne ’59
Mary Beth Rettger ’81
Rhode Island Foundation
Libby and Peter Ridgley P’22
Robinson + Cole
Margot Treman Rose ’80
Brice Barry Russian ’89
Barbara McPherson Sanders ’68
Susan Shafer P’21
Elizabeth Cobey Simonton ’03
Robin Hunziker Smith ’73
Donya Nagib Soriano ’90
Julia Darling Spahy ’61
Jane Basset Spilman P’76
Nancy Hathaway Steenburg ’68
Elizabeth Austell Straight ’68
Bart and Christopher E. Strapp P’18, ’21
J. Randall Furlong Street ’57
Elizabeth Sudler ’77
Caroline O’Brien Thomas ’84
Updike, Kelly & Spellacy, P.C.
Carmen and Pedro Vega P’20
Pamela Scott Volkman ’72
Dong Wang P’19
Elizabeth Brown Warters ’79
Gretchen and Frederick Wierdsm P’18
Vanessa Guerini-Maraldi Wilcox ’74
Beverly and Gregory Wolf P’20
Tamara Baroody Wolpert ’99
Susan Foster Work ’63
Lingzhen Ma and Bicheng Yang P’19

the Pepper Pot Society
($250 to $999)

The Pepper Pot Society, for young alumnae classes up to and including their 10th Reunion.

Samantha Thomas ’11

* DECEASED
Consecutive Giving Honor Roll 2018-2019

The Ethel Walker School honors loyal individuals who have given consecutive gifts to the School over a period of time. We salute you for your faithful and stalwart support of Walker’s and its mission.

25 YEARS +

Anonymous
Nancy McKay Armstrong ’52
Anne Dobbin Bailliere ’59
Karen Polcer Bdera ’79
Constance Lavinci Bell ’48, P’72, ’75, GP’12, ’14
Robert Gerstell Bennett ’53
Suzanne Chapin Berl ’64
Lucia Bryant Blanchard ’65
Margot Campbel Bogert ’60
Nancie Magee Bourne ’53, P’77, ’82
Sarah Schade Bowman ’74
Ann Watson Bresnahan ’69
Whitney A. de Roulet Bullock ’70
Judith and Alan Bush P’86
Lisa Smith Cashin ’71
Elizabeth Rockwell Cesare
Elizabeth Sivage Clark ’67, P’04
Ann Stone Costello ’68
Alice Wayland Curielshank ’51
Tricia Tourville Dave ’82
Tannis Higgins Erdmann ’55
Tania Goss Evans ’55
Susan Nichols Ferriere ’69
Susan Hewitt Fischer ’66
Audrey Fentress Gorter ’50, P’77
Jane Cole Graves ’43
Antoinette Sickles Guerrini-Malardi ’49, P’74
Suzanne Hartt ’77
Elizabeth Palmer Higgins ’74
Nancy King Howe ’57
Lucy Rosenberry Jones ’59, P’80, GP’21
Tracey Kammerer ’79
Cynthia Kirkland Kellogg ’60
Sarah Sneve LeDoux ’78
Jocelyn Allan Linke ’48
Dorothy Hirsch Loebl ’45
Valerie Stoddard Loring ’55
Suzanne Frey Luetkenheimer ’61
Jacqueline Mars P’83
Sarah Crosskey Marvin ’81
Alison McCall ’72
Sandra Rohde McNamee ’84
Ruth Cummings Mead ’47
Janet Henning Miller ’68
Gail Sheppard Moloney ’56
Elizabeth Nash Muench ’55
Leslie Halland Newman ’66
Marjorie Warner Off ’66
Kathryn McCarthy Parsons ’75
Suzanne Patterson ’53
Mary Burchfield Pivirotto ’51, P’88
Letitia McClure Potter ’55, P’85
Shannon Young Ray ’80
Jennifer Rodts ’86
Evelyn Lisle Rooney ’56
Deborah Safford P’31, ’84
Jean Till Sammis ’57
Staley Cayce Sedaoui ’76
Rachel Jenkins Sherrill ’51
Elisabeth Dobbin Sherwood ’57
Julia Darling Spahr ’61
Susan Storer ’71
Elizabeth Austell Straight ’68
J. Randall Furlong Street ’57
Jane McCurrach Talcott ’54
ShirleyMcKeever Tripp ’47
Christine Nichols Tredway ’46
Betty Richards Tripp ’54
Helen Potter Wagner ’75
Diana Goss Ward ’47
Clover Morissett Weller ’53
Florence Forgan Wheeler ’42
Susan Salant Wiershma ’55
Abra Prentice Wilkin ’60
TeresA Tamman Williams ’55, P’80
Richard T. Wright P’86
Ann and Norman J. Zeig P’83
Frieda P. Jacobs ’71
James W. Kinnear P’69, ’71, W’47
Connie Morales ’92
Constance Bell Moser ’72
Laura Mountcastle ’74
Katharine Smith Olney ’82
Alden Calmer Read ’48
Priscilla Reynolds Roosevelt ’59
Brice Barry Russian ’89
Patricia Kelsey Schultz ’60
Carolyn Stein Shohet ’57
Emma Simon ’89
Deborah Bell Spoehele ’75, P’14
Katharine Swibold ’78
Joan Gilbert Thayer ’50

20-24 YEARS

Gabriela Porta Beecher ’91
Gillian Reighley Christensen ’69
Rebecca and G. Munroe Cobey P’01, ’03
Sarah Gates Colley ’75
Julia Blodgett Curtis ’58
Barbara O. David P’92
Linda Mitchell Davis ’49
Carolyn Foley ’65
Amy and Stuart Forman P’02
Sarah Schutt Harrison ’55
Margaret Holley ’62
Elizabeth Hanson Lawlor ’71
Mary Stout Lawrence ’59
Nancy Kitchell Lickie ’53*
Meleda Wegner Lowry ’81
Anne Sprole Marco ’69
Rose Marie and Philip McLoughlin P’98
Joan Berg Mullen ’64
Lisa Pagliaro Selz ’69
Vicky Singer P’93, ’96
Sarah Blair Smith ’70
Nancy Hathaway Stenberg ’68
Gretchen and Richard* Swibold P’78
Vanessa Guerrini-Malardi Wilcox ’74

15-19 YEARS

Anonymous
Susan Bierwirth Arbios ’74
Margaret Ashforth ’84
Clarissa and Alan Basch P’15
Anne Crandall Campbell ’78
Christina Dillon Cohen ’85
Clive K. Connor P’05
Mollie Stark Eckelberry ’48, P’82
Barbara Nash and Patrick Flynn P’05
Lindsay P. N. Flynn ’05
Emily Forman ’02
Ruth Harrison Grobe ’69
Kate Crichton Gubelmann ’67

10-14 YEARS

Phoebe Haffner Andrew ’56
Betsy Ballenger ’71
Beverly Vander Poel Banker ’60, P’82
Elizabeth Elkinton Barr ’69
Kathleen and F. Donald Brigham P’82, ’85
Margareta Bredin Brokaw ’66
Virginia Jones Bush ’60
Wendy Ross Carothers ’71
Paulette Castillo ’73
Sage Dunlap Chase ’62
Frances Haffner Colburn ’54
Elizabeth Hubbard Cook ’44
Marie and Henry R. Coons P’02
Marcia Corbin ’62
Margaret Shaw Dean ’52
Caryl Van Ranst Dearing ’60
Susan Ziebarth Delaporte ’75
Wendy Hodgkins Dellorey ’83, P’20 and
Christopher J. Dellorey P’20
Sarah House Denby ’72
Harriet Blee Dewey ’60, P’86, GP’21, ’23
Deborah Bard Dewing ’66
Leander Altofis Dolphin ’95
Mil and Paul Duran P’18
Cynthia Smith Evanisko ’71
Mary Melvin Fleming ’75
Shari and Michael Galvin P’14
Mary Gardner Gates ’60
Aileen Turnbull Geddes ’56
Elizabeth Jack Ghriskey ’63
Julie and Jeremy Greshin P’12
Mary Fentress Grumhaus ’57
Lee-Ann and Mitchell Harris P’13
Henrietta Clement Hildebrand ’65
Adrienne Massie Hill ’56
Laurie and Robert H. Hine P’16
Katherine R. Hylotile ’04
Gregory R. Jandreau
Barbara Thomas Kennedy ’69
Anne Wakefield Leck ’62
Norma Kent Lockwood ’49

10-14 YEARS

Phoebe Haffner Andrew ’56
Betsy Ballenger ’71
Beverly Vander Poel Banker ’60, P’82
Elizabeth Elkinton Barr ’69
Kathleen and F. Donald Brigham P’82, ’85
Margareta Bredin Brokaw ’66
Virginia Jones Bush ’60
Wendy Ross Carothers ’71
Paulette Castillo ’73
Sage Dunlap Chase ’62
Frances Haffner Colburn ’54
Elizabeth Hubbard Cook ’44
Marie and Henry R. Coons P’02
Marcia Corbin ’62
Margaret Shaw Dean ’52
Caryl Van Ranst Dearing ’60
Susan Ziebarth Delaporte ’75
Wendy Hodgkins Dellorey ’83, P’20 and
Christopher J. Dellorey P’20
Sarah House Denby ’72
Harriet Blee Dewey ’60, P’86, GP’21, ’23
Deborah Bard Dewing ’66
Leander Altofis Dolphin ’95
Mil and Paul Duran P’18
Cynthia Smith Evanisko ’71
Mary Melvin Fleming ’75
Shari and Michael Galvin P’14
Mary Gardner Gates ’60
Aileen Turnbull Geddes ’56
Elizabeth Jack Ghriskey ’63
Julie and Jeremy Greshin P’12
Mary Fentress Grumhaus ’57
Lee-Ann and Mitchell Harris P’13
Henrietta Clement Hildebrand ’65
Adrienne Massie Hill ’56
Laurie and Robert H. Hine P’16
Katherine R. Hylotile ’04
Gregory R. Jandreau
Barbara Thomas Kennedy ’69
Anne Wakefield Leck ’62
Norma Kent Lockwood ’49

* DECEASED
Genie and John Lomba P'13, '16, '18
Lynn Sheppard Manger '59
Martha Bloch McNalahan '58
Susan McWilliams '80
Charlotte Meyer '64
John Monagan
Mary Mountcastle '72
Emily Agnew Nelson '63
Grace and Jeffrey Niland P'15, '18
Brittany Coons Noble '02
Katharine S. O'Brien P'82, '84
Suzanne Phillips '64
Suzanne Piela and Stacy Madder P'22
Mary Gibbs Piper '57
Amanda Pitman '90
Susan Jensen Rawles '82
Brooke Gaffney Redmond '90
Melissa and Thomas Regan P'13
Mary Beth Rettger '81
Jill Gillette Reydel '51
Jennifer and Stephen Reynolds P'13, '15
Jeanne Ballentine Riegel '53, P'83
Susan and David A. Riggle '18
Katharine O'Brien Rohn '82
Emily Rossiter '96
Deborah N. Rush '77, P'19
Anne Brainard Schmitt '64
Deborah Seaman '71
Deborah Flagg Smith '85
Robin Hunziker Smith '73
Bessie and Tom Speers P'16
Susan Speers GP'16
Katherine Jones Stillwell '79
Karen Thompson '73
Pat and Jay S. Tourigny P'09
Abigail Trafford '57
Diana Dyer Watson '65
Ting Chu-Richardson Waymouth '05
Noble Welch '87
Qi Yang

5-9 YEARS
Anonymous
Sadia and Arjumund Abid P'03
Alexandra Badger Airth '83
Denise and Chad Alfeld P'19
Gina and Timothy L. Ballard P'11
Je Banach
Talia A. Basch '15
Seddon Kelly Beatty '64
Jenny Belknap '90
Julie and Alan Berard P'19
Blair Beuttas '88
Anne and Rodman R. Black, Jr. P'03
Marie Herkert Bogdanovics '79
Susan Churchill Bowman '72
Christopher L. Brigham
Jean Waller Brune GP'17, '19
Aimee Murdoch Burke '89
Madeline Christensen Cadwell
Isabel Ceballos
Angie and Eric L. Chatman P'18
Christine and Kevin Chessen P'17
Karen Cook '73
Bent Barr Crawford '04
Cristina and Todd D'Alessandro P'19
Victoria M. Daguerre-Bradford '13
Marion Linen Dawson Carr '58
Sarah Elting Doering '65
Clarissa Yantis Downey '53
Katharine Dusenbury '80
Joan Ferguson Ellis '47
Kimberly Bourne Fisher '77
Lisa Harrington Foote '72
Lori Jean and Wayne P. Foster P'17
Scott Frey
Louise Gabrielle '81
Ashley and Stephen R. Gaddis P'18
Mary Goodyear Glenn '62
Sara Kellogg Goodrich
Swan McLean Grant '39, P'71
Mary Cobey Hallissey '01
Beryn Frank Harty '72
Suzette Scott Hearn '74
Michelle and David Helmin P'19
Ann Clevenger Henahan '51
Courtney Hornberger '01
Hilary Walker Hotchkiss '75
Louise Hodgman Huff '53
Anne E. Hull P'79, '85
Katherine Murphy Ingle '69
Patricia Jaeger P'16
Jill Englund Jensen '72
Elizabeth Thornton Jolly '79
Whitney Williams Jones '82
Mathilda and Gary Joseph GP'18
Cynthia Emerson Keefer '70
N. Quinn Keeler '83
Anne Kennedy '80
Jane du Pont Kidd '57
Judith Stoddard King '52
Suzette Spitzker King '48
Diana Waud Kruglick '53
Adriana and Raymond D. La Raja P'85
Jennifer and Joseph T. Lardner P'18, '23
Yvette Larrieu '80
Bethany Wood-Leidt and William Leidt P'13
Charlotte Weidlein Lenzer '05
Catherine Smith Leonard '62
Jean Mcintire Leuchtenburg '43
Janet Taylor Lisle '65
Jacinta Lomba '13
Olivia S. Lovelace '74
Shayna Cohen Luciani '93, P'20, '21 and
Mario Luciani 'P20, '21
Gregory Makowski P'19
Leontina Marcotulli '83
Sarah-Jane McCarthy Markoe '80, P'21
Shelley Marks '81
Cecily Chilton Matthai '77
Samantha J. Mayer '08
Glenna McMahon '93
Chris and Michael A. McNally P'17
Patricia and Omar Meguid P'17
Caetlin E. Moss '09
Marion Flinn Moulton '88
Carol Keeney Munro '56
Audrey Nevins '73
Emilee O'Brien '13
Peggy and G. Peter O'Neill, Jr.
Ann O'Reilly '80, P'19
Carol and Martin Ross P'18, '19
Eleanor Ross '15
Debbie and Bernard Rosselli P'98
Sahba Sadegh-Vaziri '82
Pamela Safford '81
Barbara McPherson Sanders '68
Barbara Johnston Schecter '74
Steven Shea P'16
Gail and James Shelton P'12
Steven Shubat P'15
Lois and Leslie Smith GP'16, '19
Jane Bassett Spilman P'76
Robert H. Spilman P'76*
Elizabeth S. Spoehel '14
Clara Perkins Stites '60
Beth and Christopher E. Strapp P'18, '21
Artemis E. M. Talvat '14
Jamiah N. Tappin '00
Eleanor Taylor '89
Caroline O'Brien Thomas '84
Hilary Thornton '77
Andrea Coggins Toavikka '06
Mary Holley Uihlein '40
Tyler Varsell
Cynthia T. Vega '82
Nancy Mack von Euler '79
Gwendolyn Walker '85
Patricia Connors Warrender '60
Leila Howland Wetmore '82, P'18 and
Charles D. Wetmore P'18
Glenn Shannon Whipple '54
Nicole Paquet Whitehead '01
Emily R. Wick P'15
Gretchen and Frederick Wiersma P'18
Gwendolyn Wood Wisely '96
Emily M. Wood P'85
Dana and Terry Yanaway P'14, '17
Linda Roberts Zinn '63

* DECEASED
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Leila Schaus Philip '79
Esther Pryor '85
Tracey S. Reifler '82
Corlene Cathcart Rhoades '82
Ethis Worthington Riley '35*
Lauren McGregor and George Romanik P'18
Carol and Martin Ross P'18, '19
Eleanor Ross '15
Debbie and Bernard Rosselli P'98
Sahba Sadegh-Vaziri '82
Pamela Safford '81
Barbara McPherson Sanders '68
Barbara Johnston Schecter '74
Steven Shea P'16
Gail and James Shelton P'12
Steven Shubat P'15
Lois and Leslie Smith GP'16, '19
Jane Bassett Spilman P'76
Robert H. Spilman P'76*
Elizabeth S. Spoehel '14
Clara Perkins Stites '60
Beth and Christopher E. Strapp P'18, '21
Artemis E. M. Talvat '14
Jamiah N. Tappin '00
Eleanor Taylor '89
Caroline O'Brien Thomas '84
Hilary Thornton '77
Andrea Coggins Toavikka '06
Mary Holley Uihlein '40
Tyler Varsell
Cynthia T. Vega '82
Nancy Mack von Euler '79
Gwendolyn Walker '85
Patricia Connors Warrender '60
Leila Howland Wetmore '82, P'18 and
Charles D. Wetmore P'18
Glenn Shannon Whipple '54
Nicole Paquet Whitehead '01
Emily R. Wick P'15
Gretchen and Frederick Wiersma P'18
Gwendolyn Wood Wisely '96
Emily M. Wood P'85
Dana and Terry Yanaway P'14, '17
Linda Roberts Zinn '63

* DECEASED
2018-2019 Reunion Awards

The **CLASS OF 1944 BOWL** was established in 1994 and awarded to the Reunion Class that raises a gift to the Annual Fund for Walker's between $50,000 and $74,999. This year the **Class of 1979** collectively raised $65,000 for the Annual Fund for Walker’s in honor of their reunion!

During chapel on Reunion weekend, the Alumnae Association awards the **ALUMNAE BOARD SOCIAL ACTION AWARD** to the senior student (or students) who “has demonstrated a concern for issues of social inequality and has acted on her concern through actively promoting awareness or participating in community service, activism or social entrepreneurship intended to advance positive social change.” The 2019 recipient is **Katherine Dunn ’19**.

The **LONG DISTANCE AWARD** is presented to the alumna who traveled the longest distance from her home to Simsbury to attend her reunion. In 2019, the award was presented to **Alexis Simone Austin ’14**, who traveled 3,010 miles from Rohnert Park, CA to attend Reunion! Hooray Sunray, Alexis!
The SUNDIAL BOWL is awarded each year to the class with the largest percentage of classmates registered for Reunion Weekend. Hooray Sunray to the Class of 1969!

The GATES FAMILY BOWL was established in 2002 by Sarah Gates Colley ’75, trustee and chair of the Advancement Committee, in honor of her parents, John and Christine Gates, and her family’s longstanding relationship with The Ethel Walker School. The bowl is awarded to the Reunion Class that raises a gift to the Annual Fund for Walker’s of $100,000 or more. This year’s recipient of the bowl is the Class of 1969, which collectively gave gifts totaling $273,313 to the Annual Fund for Walker’s in honor of their reunion.

The ELIZABETH NASH MUECH ’55 TRAY is awarded annually to the Reunion class that has achieved the highest level of Annual Fund participation. Hooray Sunray to the Class of 1969 where 48% of the class made a gift in honor of their reunion!
The Margot Treman Rose ’80 Distinguished Alumnae Award was presented at the 2019 Commencement to Yolanda “Yoli” Eleta de Varela ’81 by previous recipient Board Chair Kit O’Brien Rohn ’82. Please enjoy remarks delivered by Kit in the presentation of this award.

“This year, we are delighted to present The Margot Treman Rose ’80 Distinguished Alumnae Award award to someone who embodies not just one, but all three of the principles of elevating the work of their profession, influencing their community or giving extraordinary service to their school.

I must admit that she is a Sun, but even as a Dial, I cannot help but be amazed at the devotion and talent she brings to everything and everyone her own “sunny” disposition touches.

Our school mission states that we prepare students to make a difference in the world. This alumna continues to take our mission to heart as a truly global citizen. The mission goes on to state that “Members of this diverse community are dedicated to scholarship, the arts, athletics, wellness and service.” Indeed, she has dedicated herself not only to pursuing her own education but also improving access to education for others. A sportswoman herself, through service she has enhanced the wellness of others throughout her life.

Let’s take a minute to look more closely at the three pillars of this award, remembering that an alumna only needs to exhibit one of them to be considered for this honor:

First: Elevating the work of her profession

Yolanda, or Yoli as she’s known to all of us, has taken leadership in the telecommunications industry in Panama to new levels with her company’s philosophy based in a reciprocal relationship with society. She has recently been awarded the “Luz de la Comunidad”, or “Light of the Community” award from the Association of Businesswomen and Professionals of Panama.

Second: Influencing her community

Yoli makes everyone around her feel like family. The mother of four children, after her second daughter was born with Down syndrome, she always had a goal to ensure that her daughter and others with disabilities had access to all the opportunities available to other children. She realized that her leadership position in other areas could help her increase the possibilities for the disabled. Instrumental in building the Special Olympics in Panama and currently serving as its president, her leadership both there and internationally is evidence of how she views her family both as her own flesh and blood and as a global community.

Yoli’s passion for her community extends far and wide. She led a project called Mi Escuela Primero, or “My School First,” working to adapt Panamanian school infrastructure through private-public partnerships. She also worked to improve opportunities for prisoners. Expanding on “My School First,” she designed a project called “My School Chair First,” collecting old and broken school chairs from public schools all over Panama to be refurbished by prisoners and re-distributed to schools all over the county. She is helping to launch a digital education program for prisoners, and is also supplying digital technology to women prisoners to help enhance their opportunity to learn vocational skills. Yoli has been awarded “Volunteer of the Year” by the United Nations, “Woman of the Year” by the Latin American Glamour magazine, and the “Maria Ossa de Amador” Distinction by the Panamanian government.

Third: Service to her school

Yoli is passionate about The Ethel Walker School. When we wanted to increase our international connections with alumnae, she (along with her sister, Ximena Eleta de Sierra ’85) was first to step up and help facilitate an international retreat for alumnae. This gathering in 2018 fostered ideas for ways in which students could gain international experience. In addition to connecting our English department with an alumna teaching English in Panama, she partnered with our science department to co-create a Tropical Ecology field trip which will be launched next spring.

I must quote once again from our mission statement: “The satisfaction of achievement and joy of friendship are fundamental principles as the School empowers girls to lead with integrity, respect, confidence, courage, conviction and love of learning.” Yoli’s achievement knows no bounds, and if you need any proof of the joy she finds in friendship, you should know that 16 other alumnae are present today because she is here.

In 1981 as a graduating senior, Yolanda was awarded the Henry B. Sargent Memorial Prize for Kindliness and Good Fellowship, character traits which have undoubtedly remained throughout her life. Please join me in congratulating Yoli on being the 2019 recipient of our highest alumnae honor, The Margot Treman Rose ’80 Distinguished Alumnae Award.”
THE MARGOT TREMAN ROSE ’80 DISTINGUISHED ALUMNAE AWARD is The Ethel Walker School’s highest honor given to Walker’s graduates. It is presented to alumnae of the School who best exemplify Margot Rose’s attributes, ensuring that her work, dedication, and influence will be remembered now and always. When awarded, it will honor alumnae who, by their devotion and talent, elevate the work of their profession, who influence their community, or who give extraordinary service to their School. The award has been endowed in Margot’s honor by her mother, Terese Treman Williams ’55, and her stepfather, Joseph Williams.

PAST WINNERS
2018: Amey Amory DeFriez ’45
2017: Katharine O’Brien Rohn ’82
2016: Harriet Blees Dewey ’60, P’86
2015: Sarah Gates Colley ’75
2014: Ann Watson Bresnahan ’69 and Lisa Pagliaro Selz ’69
2013: Margot Campbell Bogert ’60
2011: Deborah Williams MacKenzie ’55
2010: Letitia McClure Potter ’55, P’85
2007: Sarah Johnson ’78, P’10
2005: Margot Treman Rose ’80
Alumnae Donors

The Alumnae of The Ethel Walker School are the backbone of our giving program. Their loyalty and generosity to their alma mater is shown through their donations. We gratefully acknowledge and thank our alumnae for all they do for their School.

(Participation percentages and Annual Fund gift totals reflect unrestricted giving.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Alumnae Participation</th>
<th>Annual Fund for Walker's</th>
<th>Annumal Restricted</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1935</td>
<td>111,913</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1939</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>$27,625</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1940</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>$2,275</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1941</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1942</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>$675</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1943</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>$3,000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1944</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>$3,300</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1945</td>
<td>18%</td>
<td>$10,619</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1946</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>$2,690</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1947</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>$85,634</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1948</td>
<td>19%</td>
<td>$36,458</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1949</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>$20,453</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1950</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>$27,625</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1951</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>$3,300</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1952</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>$1,300</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1953</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>$10,619</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1954</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>$2,690</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1955</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>$85,634</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1956</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>$36,458</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1957</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>$20,453</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* DECEASED
1961
AFFFW PARTICIPATION: 9%
ANNUAL FUND FOR WALKER’S: $2,618
CENTENNIAL CAMPAIGN: $18,938
Leslie Bucklin Haines
Suzanne Frey Luettelkemeyer
Robin Gorham Sedgwick
Julia Darling Spahr
Linda Trimingham Warniner

1962
AFFFW PARTICIPATION: 17%
ANNUAL FUND FOR WALKER’S: $7,298
Linda Aldrich
Sage Dunlap Chase
Marcia Corbin
Suzanne Fox
Mary Goodeyar Glenn
Margaret Holley
Anne Wakefield Leck
Catherine Smith Leonard
Judith Moser

1963
AFFFW PARTICIPATION: 13%
ANNUAL FUND FOR WALKER’S: $5,300
CENTENNIAL CAMPAIGN: $1,000
Robin Frost Bessin
Suzanne Schroeder Chapman
Susan S. Ford
Elizabeth Jack Ghriskey
Margaret Prizer Kenny
Emily Agnew Nelson
Susan Foster Work
Linda Roberts Zinn

1964
AFFFW PARTICIPATION: 20%
ANNUAL FUND FOR WALKER’S: $6,375
Seddon Kelly Beaty
Suzanne Chapin Berl
Suzanne Sivage Borland
Lavinia Chase
Dorothy Ferguson Corbiere
Linda Walker Fuerst
Charlotte Meyer
Suzanne Philips
Anne Brainard Schmitt
Anne Fuller Wall

1965
AFFFW PARTICIPATION: 13%
ANNUAL FUND FOR WALKER’S: $3,850
ANNUAL RESTRICTED: $35,737
Lucia Bryant Blanchard
Sarah Wood Blumenstein
Sarah Elting Doering
Carolyn Foley
Henrietta Clement Hildebrand
Janet Taylor Lisle
Diana Dyer Watson

1966
AFFFW PARTICIPATION: 24%
ANNUAL FUND FOR WALKER’S: $28,538
ANNUAL RESTRICTED: $10,000
Frances Beatty Adler
Margaretta Bredin Brokaw
Deborah Bard Dewing

Patricia Tierney Falkenhan
Susan Hewitt Fischer
Alexandra Johnston Horne
Susan Lins Jackson
Leslie Hailand Newman
Marjorie Warner Off
Carol Brunner Parker
Janet Stott
Hilary Coulter Wodlinger

1967
AFFFW PARTICIPATION: 16%
ANNUAL FUND FOR WALKER’S: $13,350
Barbara Bristol
Elizabeth Sivage Clark
Lonna Lord Davis
Frances Beenecke Elston
Kate Crichton Gubelmann
Holly Hulburd
Judith Scott Larsen
Wendy French Nolan
Julie Lange Peyton

1968
AFFFW PARTICIPATION: 23%
ANNUAL FUND FOR WALKER’S: $10,475
Claudia Ramsland Burch
Ann Stone Costello
Mary Jane Levy Dickson
Catherine Mckee Donovan
Susan Allport Howell
Jan Mactier
Janet Henning Miller
Kimberley Smith Niles
Barbara McPherson Sanders
Nancy Hathaway Steenburg
Elizabeth Austell Straight
Mary Fleeson Weddle
Kim Matthews Wheaton
Anne Coit Williams

1969
AFFFW PARTICIPATION: 49%
ANNUAL FUND FOR WALKER’S: $273,313
ANNUAL RESTRICTED: $501,301
Barbara Arnold
Frances Arnold
Elizabeth Elkington Barr
Ann Watson Bresnahan
Gillian Reighley Christensen
Mary Laub Cowan
Evelyn Carter Cowles
Molly Cox-Chapman
Katherine Dresner
Jean Moore Edwards
Susan Nichols Ferriere
Jan Muller Finn
Mary Whitt Fishel
Susan Brittingham Gregg
Ruth Harrison Grobe
Katherine Murphy Ingle
Barbara Thomas Kennedy
Gurukirn Khalsa
Jean-Alice Luhlinger Koch
Sarah Wood Lewis
Virginia Bevis Littleton
Anne Sprole Mauk
Ana Victoria Mestre
Martha Scott Mauer
Laurie Cherbonnier Nielsen
Alyce Brookfield Rafferty  
Jane Shanholz Sacasa  
Andrea Marschak Scheying  
Lisa Pagliaro Selz  
Mary Jane Stoite  
Sally Richardson Thompson  
Pennell Whitney  
Marion Bierwirth Woolam

1970  
AFFW PARTICIPATION: 13%  
ANNUAL FUND FOR WALKER’S: $3,061  
Whitney A. de Roulet Bullock  
Cynthia Clasgens  
Catharine Conway Coleman  
Gail Chandler Gaston  
Lise Gerhard  
Cynthia Emerson Keefer  
Dorothy Kirmse Scarlet  
Sarah Blair Smith  
Sarah Stott

1971  
AFFW PARTICIPATION: 19%  
ANNUAL FUND FOR WALKER’S: $7,048  
ANNUAL RESTRICTED: $35,000  
Betsy Ballenger  
Lucille de Zalduondo Briance  
Wendy Ross Carothers  
Lisa Smith Cashin  
Cynthia Smith Evanisko  
Elizabeth Grant  
Jean Hamilton  
Frieda P. Jacobs

1972  
AFFW PARTICIPATION: 19%  
ANNUAL FUND FOR WALKER’S: $7,720  
Liliana Orsi Barston  
Susan Churchill Bowman  
Sarah House Denby  
Lisa Harrington Foote  
Nancy Cisco Gilbert  
Beryn Frank Harty  
Jill Englund Jensen  
Alison McCall  
Mary Mead-Hagen  
Constance Bell Moser  
Mary Mountcastle  
Catherine Clark Shopneck  
Victoria Reeve Spaulding  
Pamela Scott Volkmann

1973  
AFFW PARTICIPATION: 15%  
ANNUAL FUND FOR WALKER’S: $2,600  
Alexandra Wickser Ballantine  
Monica Sheehan Bennett  
Paulette Castillo  
Karen Cook  
Audrey Nevins  
Robin Hunziker Smith  
Karen Thompson

1974  
AFFW PARTICIPATION: 16%  
ANNUAL FUND FOR WALKER’S: $35,500  
Susan Bierwirth Arbios  
Sarah Schade Bowman  
Suzette Scott Hearn  
Elizabeth Palmer Higgins  
Darby Tench Leicht  
Olivia S. Lovelace  
Laura Mountcastle  
Cristina Orsi-Lirot  
Barbara Johnston Schechter  
Vanessa Guerrini-Maraldi Wilcox  
Carolyn Wyeth

1975  
AFFW PARTICIPATION: 18%  
ANNUAL FUND FOR WALKER’S: $63,225  
ANNUAL RESTRICTED: $50,600  
Lorraine Smith Brooks  
Sarah Gates Colley  
Susan Ziebarth Delaporte  
Mary Melvin Fleming  
Hilary Walker Hotchkiss  
Helen Bryan Hubbard  
Carol Hoffman Jason  
Kathryn McCarthy Parsons  
Jeanette Poillon  
Deborah Mercer Ribas  
Deborah Bell Spoeheal  
Sarah Royce Stevenson  
Helen Potter Wagner
1976
AFFW PARTICIPATION: 12%
ANNUAL FUND FOR WALKER’S: $1,050
Megan Rogers Miller
Elizabeth Conner Mitchell
Carol Lee O’Connor
Anne Lacouture Penniman
Staley Cayce Sednaoui
Victoria Veh

Dina Cathey Solomon
Katherine Jones Stillwell
Catherine Terry Taylor
Loise Wicksler Toland
Nancy Mack von Euler
Bristol Voss-Duggan
Kathleen Wallace Wee
Elizabeth Brown Warters

1977
AFFW PARTICIPATION: 19%
ANNUAL FUND FOR WALKER’S: $22,878
ANNUAL RESTRICTED: $1,500
Cassandra C. Berardi
Kimberly Bourne Fisher
Juliet Ward Flood
Mary Lorillard Halsted
Lisa Moore Henzelman
Beryl Kammerer
Mary Gorter Krey
Cecily Chilton Matthai
Fraser Nelson
Patricia O’Reilly
Deborah N. Rush
Elizabeth Sudler
Catherine Cecil Taylor
Hilary Thornton
Elizabeth Smith van Gemen

1978
AFFW PARTICIPATION: 6%
ANNUAL FUND FOR WALKER’S: $26,473
Anne Crandall Campbell
Dorothy Hall
Sarah Johnson
Sarah Sneve LeDoux
Katharine Swibold

1979
AFFW PARTICIPATION: 37%
ANNUAL FUND FOR WALKER’S: $65,805
ANNUAL RESTRICTED: $1,966
Karen Baldwin
Karen Polcer Bdera
Marie Herkert Bogdanovics
Ellen Gerry Breed
Wendy Buck Brown
Stephanie Stockwell Cadigan
Cynthia Gowen Crawford
Anne Havidian Cullen
Ashley King Goddard
Karen O’Callaghan Horan
Lisa Danforth Hurst
Elizabeth Thornton Jolly
Tracey Kammerer
Cynthia Reed Klein
Dana Carter Lange
Elizabeth McKee
Henrietta Cheng Mei
Mythia Moore
Kelly O’Connor Pasciuoco
Sarah Peck Tiegner
Mary Derbyshire Petty
Lela Schaus Philip
Donna Reimer

1980
AFFW PARTICIPATION: 14%
ANNUAL FUND FOR WALKER’S: $7,760
ANNUAL RESTRICTED: $152
Emily Davis-Knight
Stephanie Davison
Katharine Dusenbury
Anne Kennedy
Yvette Larnier
Sarah-Jane McCarthy Markoe
Susan McWilliams
Ann O’Reilly
Martha Nevis Pawsarat
Cynthia Arnold Pribil
Shannon Young Ray
Margot Treman Rose
Deana Washburn

1981
AFFW PARTICIPATION: 18%
ANNUAL FUND FOR WALKER’S: $38,211
ANNUAL RESTRICTED: $15,671
Andrea Baier
Gizzella Callender Crawford
Yolanda Eleta de Varela
Nancy Alexander Doyal
Elizabeth England
Louise Gabrielle
Meleda Wegner Lowry
Shelley Marks
Sarah Crosskey Marvin
Motria Procyk
Mary Beth Pettger
Pamela Safford
Mary Bebel Schinke
Amy Storrow
Julie Yindra

1982
AFFW PARTICIPATION: 7%
ANNUAL FUND FOR WALKER’S: $134,868
ANNUAL RESTRICTED: $268,856
CENTENNIAL CAMPAIGN: $74,050
Julia Whitfield Auerbach
Courtney Callahan
Jean Brigham Chant
Jill Keffer Crowe
Tricia Tourville Dave
Tracy Denney Hritz
Whitney Williams Jones
Katharine Smith Olney
Susan Jensen Rawles
Tracey S. Reifler
Coriene Cathcart Rhoades
Katharine O’Bien Rohn
Karen Simmons Rose
Sahba Sadegh-Vaziri
Heather Sweeny
Cynthia T. Vega
Jennifer Schnabel Wedemeyer
Leila Howland Wetmore

1983
AFFW PARTICIPATION: 14%
ANNUAL FUND FOR WALKER’S: $52,222
ANNUAL RESTRICTED: $650
Alexandra Badger Airth
Meredith Flicker Butler
Wendy Hodgkins DeLorey
Lorna MacDougall Denham
Lynn O’Keeffe Egan
Ximena Eleta de Sierra
N. Quinn Keeler
Leontina Marcotulli
Elisabeth Holmes McKean
Charlene Schultz

1984
AFFW PARTICIPATION: 8%
ANNUAL FUND FOR WALKER’S: $4,450
ANNUAL RESTRICTED: $50
Margaret Ashforth
Ann C. Madonia Hamm
Catherine T. Kenney
Sandra Rohde McNamee
Alden Byrdhold Reith
Caroline O’Brien Thomas

1985
AFFW PARTICIPATION: 8%
ANNUAL FUND FOR WALKER’S: $3,025
Christina Dillon Cohen
Esther Pryor
Deborah Flagg Smith
Leila Wood Stuhr
Emiliana Vegas
Gwendolyn Walker

1986
AFFW PARTICIPATION: 7%
ANNUAL FUND FOR WALKER’S: $595
Hillary Bush
Micaela Porta
Jennifer Rodts
Claudia Mesch Smith
Elizabeth Wright Wempe

1987
AFFW PARTICIPATION: 4%
ANNUAL FUND FOR WALKER’S: $10,200
Blair Beuttas
Hilary Clark*
Ailsa Veit Foulke
Wendy Smith

1988
AFFW PARTICIPATION: 4%
ANNUAL FUND FOR WALKER’S: $460
Margaret Meinert Eschbach
Marion Flinn Moultion
1989
AFFW PARTICIPATION: 13%
ANNUAL FUND FOR WALKER’S: $13,325
Jennifer Alter Abt
Honor Prouty Brodie
Aimee Murdock Burke
Marsha Davis
Sarah Duggan
C. Sara L. Minard
Carolyn Espasas Muchacho
Brice Barry Russian
Emma Simon
Eleanor Taylor
Paula Vega

1990
AFFW PARTICIPATION: 13%
ANNUAL FUND FOR WALKER’S: $3,000
CENTENNIAL CAMPAIGN: $3,800
Jenny Belknap
Heather Fay Dawson
Melissa Gaffney
Amanda Pitman
Kerry Scott Pokorny
Brooke Gaffney Redmond
Donya Nagib Soriano

1991
AFFW PARTICIPATION: 4%
ANNUAL FUND FOR WALKER’S: $500
Gabriela Porta Beecher
Karina Perez-Rubio Levy

1992
AFFW PARTICIPATION: 9%
ANNUAL FUND FOR WALKER’S: $625
ANNUAL RESTRICTED: $150
Leah K. Anathan
Eliza David Massaro
Connie Morales

1993
AFFW PARTICIPATION: 11%
ANNUAL FUND FOR WALKER’S: $10,561
ANNUAL RESTRICTED: $100
Samantha Calamari
Amanda Eastman
Toan Huynh
Shayna Cohen Luciani
Glenna McMahon
Xaviera Simmons
Jasmin Marquez Whitehead

1994
AFFW PARTICIPATION: 13%
ANNUAL FUND FOR WALKER’S: $6,200
Alexandra Flood Alcoff
Christina Christie
Kirsten Eckelmeyer
Abagail Harrold Hill
Pamela Webster Murphy

1995
AFFW PARTICIPATION: 11%
ANNUAL FUND FOR WALKER’S: $1,795
ANNUAL RESTRICTED: $50
Leander Altifoiis Dolphin
Jacqueline Jayson
Julie Marr Monroe
Jessica Bartolini Patras
Pamela Bennett Skinner
Shayna Whyte-Huguley

1996
AFFW PARTICIPATION: 5%
ANNUAL FUND FOR WALKER’S: $635
ANNUAL RESTRICTED: $50
Nicole Hart Dunn
Emily Rossiter
Gwendolyn Wood Wisely

1997
AFFW PARTICIPATION: 6%
ANNUAL FUND FOR WALKER’S: $275
ANNUAL RESTRICTED: $500
Melissa Bryant
Karen Crowe
Elizabeth Clark Fuller
Katherine Flanagan Shoss

1998
AFFW PARTICIPATION: 9%
ANNUAL FUND FOR WALKER’S: $214
Brooke Berescik-Johns
Ipita Das
Elizabeth Salsedo-Surovov
Jennifer Soderburg

1999
AFFW PARTICIPATION: 11%
ANNUAL FUND FOR WALKER’S: $1,825
Sara Esthus
Vivienne Felix
Nicole Madison
Meaghan McLean
Jillian Ventura Nolan
Joanna Holdredge Seaver
Tamara Baroody Wolpert

2000
AFFW PARTICIPATION: 6%
ANNUAL FUND FOR WALKER’S: $2,100
ANNUAL RESTRICTED: $200
Samara M. Khalique
Suzanne L. Korff de Gidts
Amy H. Neidlinger
Jamiah N. Tappin

2001
AFFW PARTICIPATION: 16%
ANNUAL FUND FOR WALKER’S: $5,000
Ariana Rockefeller Bucklin
Mary Cobey Hallissey
Margo Hanlan
Alicia Little Hodge
Courtney Hornberger
Nicole Paquet Whitehead

2002
AFFW PARTICIPATION: 10%
ANNUAL FUND FOR WALKER’S: $400
Noor A. Al-Hamad
Emily Forman
Brittany Coons Noble
Margaret Schwartz

2003
AFFW PARTICIPATION: 6%
ANNUAL FUND FOR WALKER’S: $1,525
Thara Mathews Alexander
Elizabeth Cobey Simonton
Emily Lawrence Walberg

2004
AFFW PARTICIPATION: 11%
ANNUAL FUND FOR WALKER’S: $949
Berit Barr Crawford
Breanne Evans
Katherine R. Hypolite-MacMannis
Leslie Robillard
Tori Saferin

2005
AFFW PARTICIPATION: 12%
ANNUAL FUND FOR WALKER’S: $14,870
ANNUAL RESTRICTED: $7,550
Christina Ball
Lindsay P. Flynn
Charlotte Weidlein Lenzner
Catherine Seif
Melissa Timbers
Ting Chu-Richardson Waymouth

2006
AFFW PARTICIPATION: 8%
ANNUAL FUND FOR WALKER’S: $425
Caitlin W. Lashnits
Emily Sappington
Alle Shane
Andrea Coggins Toivakka

2007
AFFW PARTICIPATION: 6%
ANNUAL FUND FOR WALKER’S: $1,100
ANNUAL RESTRICTED: $6,911
Alicia Couch-Edwards
Sandra Marin Lautier
Jeanette C. Pelizzon
Alexandra Prager Scalfano
Sarah E. Puckhaber

2008
AFFW PARTICIPATION: 2%
Samantha J. Mayer

2009
AFFW PARTICIPATION: 15%
ANNUAL FUND FOR WALKER’S: $320
Broanna J. Carillo
Devin E. Costa
Katherine E. Molloy
Caitlin E. Moss
Amanda K. Petruskevicius
Jennifer M. Sieber
Heather M. Soltis
Molly Turro
Spencer L. Waybright
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>AFFW Participation</th>
<th>Annual Fund for Walker’s</th>
<th>Annual Restricted</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>$100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>$385</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>$75</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>$135</td>
<td>$20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>$2,513</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>$365</td>
<td>$100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>$269</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>$101</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018</td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>$315</td>
<td>$100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2019</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>$36</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Each year the parents of students, parents of alumnae, and grandparents of students and alumnae show their support of The Ethel Walker School through generous gifts. Their appreciation of the School affirms our mission and ensures the continuation of the excellence of a Walker’s education.

Parents and Grandparents

PARENTS AND GRANDPARENTS OF SENIORS

Denise and Chad Alfeld P’19
Charlene and Edward Bastarache P’19
Mary and Bob Bayer P’19
Julie and Alan Berard P’19
Jean Waler Brune GP’17, ’19
Lorraine Charman P’19
Cristina and Todd D’Alessandro P’19
Marie and Tony Delnicki GP’19,’22
Michelle and David Helmin P’19
Violet and Steven Hvasta GP’19
Barbara and David Jones P’19
Wendy Latshaw P’19
Lijing Yao and Hongbo Li P’19
Kelly and Sigmund Majka P’19
Gregory Makowski P’19
Trina and Richard Manganello P’19
Valerie and Geoffrey Maynard P’19,’22
Penelope and John Maynard GP’19,’22
Radhika and Dennis Morris P’19
Kathryn and Robert Morris P’19
Anna and Kenneth P. Nammour P’19
Christine and Mike O’Connor P’19
Marion and Guy Paterson P’17, ’19
Pamela Paterson GP’17, ’19
Grace and Joseph Petrarca P’19,’22
Olga Kalandova-Ramirez and Carlos Ramirez P’19
Holly Zickler and David Rifkind P’19
Carol and Martin Ross P’18,’19
Deborah N. Rush ’77, P’19
Nadine and Patrick Saint Fort P’19
Elizabeth Sava GP’19
Suzanne and David H. Schweitzer P’10,’19
Holly and Donald Shanly P’19
Michele and Eric Sherbacow P’19
Lois and Leslie Smith GP’16,’19
Margaret and William Smith P’16,’19
Marilyn and Gregory Stent P’19
Linda Stent GP’19
Wanda and Vincent Torres P’19
Dong Wang P’19
Lingzhen Ma and Bicheng Yang P’19
Roxanne Zarmsky P’19

CURRENT PARENTS

Denise and Chad Alfeld P’19
Charlene and Edward Bastarache P’19
Mary and Bob Bayer P’19
Julie and Alan Berard P’19
Danielle and Gavin Binzer P’21
Tenneh Blamah P’22
Naomi and Jeffrey Bravin P’20
Blanca Pena-Brennan and Mark Brennan P’20
Sheryl and Craig Burley P’22
Rebecca and Robert Caiaze P’21
Deilah and Ronald Campurciani P’24
Lorraine Charman P’19
Ursula and Bob Cleaver P’20
Teresa and Scott Cohen P’20
Stacy and Charles Connors P’21
Natalie and David Corbett P’21
Jeanmarie and Christopher Cosgrove P’25
Michelle and Mark Cullen P’20
Kristin and Todd D’Alessandro P’19
Heather Fay Dawson ’90, P’25 and Robert Dawson P’25
Maria P. del Cacho and Mark Frigo P’20
Wendy Hodgkins DeLorey ’83, P’20 and Christopher J. DeLorey P’20
Tiffany and Moshone Donelson P’23,’25
Karen and Dan Donshik P’24
Colleen and Eric Dosinha P’21
Michele and Steven Dyson P’13,’21
Effie Ioannidou and George Fares P’22,’24
Leah Fosse P’20
Terri and Gary J. Franz P’23
Liz Isaacs and Stephen Furia P’25
Alisha and Jonathan Glaser P’20
Margaret and Jon Gooch P’24
Nancy and Willard Green P’20
Mary and Nicholas Greggians P’21
Karen and Larry Griffiths P’21
Lezlie Woods-Grizzle and Carl Grizzle P’21
Veena Raghuvir and Ryan Haug P’22
Michelle and David Helmin P’19
Li Zheng and Jiqi Huang P’21
Tammy and Christopher Johnson P’22
Christy Johnson P’21
Britt-Marie Cole-Johnson and Craig Johnson P’25
Barbara and David Jones P’19
Darlene and Michael T. Kassa P’20
Catherine T. Kenney ’84, P’25 and Michael Vogel P’25
Jennifer and Joseph T. Lardner P’18,’23
Wendy Latshaw P’19
Karen and Victor Lawson P’25
Lijing Yao and Hongbo Li P’19
Wei Tang and Jinsong Li P’20
Deborah and Scott London P’20
Shayna Cohen Luciani ’93, P’20,’21 and Mario Luciani P’20,’21
Colleen and Robert Magnus P’20
Kelly and Sigmund Majka P’19
Gregory Makowski P’19
Trina and Richard Manganello P’19
Sarah-Jane McCarthy Markoe ’80, P’21
Kara Dame and William Mason P’21
Valerie and Geoffrey Maynard P’19,’22
Dina and Colin Mazzola P’21
Anne and Colin McRavey P’20
Gayethri Narayanswamy and Swathanthra Melekote P’22
Evelyn Mendez-St Louis P’21
Shazia and Mohammad Mohsin P’21
Radika and Dennis Morris P’19
Kathryn and Robert Morris P’19
Kim and Scott Morrison P’20
Tammie Morton P’25
Anna and Kenneth P. Nammour P’19
Daniele and Jacob Ness P’24,’25
Molly S. Newberry P’22
Christine and Mike O’Connor P’19
Kim and Daniel O’Donnell P’20
Melanie and Todd Pancavage P’21,’24
Marion and Guy Paterson P’17,’19
Anne and Stephen Pelayo P’20
Grace and Joseph Petrarca P’19,’22
Suzanne Piela and Stacy Maddern P’22
J. Brian Potts P’22
Laura and Vincent Radmore P’25
Olga Kalandova-Ramirez and Carlos Ramirez P’19
Kathleen and Frank Reeves P’22
Petrina and Michael Reid P’21
Libby and Peter Ridgley P’22
Holly Zickler and David Rifkind P’19
Carol and Martin Ross P’18,’19
Deborah N. Rush ’77, P’19
Nadine and Patrick Saint Fort P’19
Suzanne and David H. Schweitzer P’10,’19
Susan Shafer P’21
Theodore Shafer P’21
Holly and Donald Shanly P’19
Traci Sheintop P’22
Stephanie Musso-Shemo and Robert Shemo P’21
Michele and Eric Sherbacow P’19
Margaret and William Smith P’16,’19
Richard St. Louis P’21
Zisca and Alexis St. Clair P’25
Marilyn and Gregory Stent P’19
Beth and Christopher E. Strapp P’18,’21
Linda and Neal Strohmeyer P’21
Zhenghao Sun P’22
Linda and Timothy Szczegiel P’21
Kimberly and David Thacher P’22
Wanda and Vincent Torres P’19
Vivian Zanoni and Carlos Valinho P’21
Heather and Ken Van Cara P’23
Carmen and Pedro Vega P’20
Louis Vitali P’20
Endowment and Centennial Gifts

Anonymous
Denise and Chad Alfeld P’19
Margot Campbell Bogert ‘60
Caryl Van Ranst Dearing ‘60
Barbara Nash and Patrick Flynn P’05
Susan S. Ford ‘63
Mary Gardner Gates ‘60
Lucy Rosenberry Jones ‘59, P’80, GP’21
Brooke Gaffney Redmond ‘90
Melissa and Thomas Regan P’13
Anne and J. Christopher Reyes P’16
Ethel Worthington Riley ‘35*
Katharine O’Brien Rohrn ‘82
Robert H. Spilman P’76*

"DECEASED"

Foundations, Corporations and Matching Gifts

Foundations
Anonymous (3)
The Allan and Ann Mactier Charitable Foundation
Alliance Bernstein Matching Gift Program
Arthur K. Watson Charitable Trust
Aurora Foundation
Baltimore Community Foundation
Bessemer Trust
The Boston Foundation
C.K. Charitable Foundation
The Clark Family Private Foundation, Inc.
Cleveland H. Dodge Foundation, Inc.
The Community Foundation of Western North Carolina, Inc.
Connecticut Department of Economic & Community Development
The Jane du Pont and Barron U. Kidd Family Fund of The Dallas Foundation
Dijonias Family Foundation
The Edward E. Ford Foundation
The Eisner Charitable Fund, Inc.
Elizabeth Austell Straight Charitable Fund
The Emily Hall Tremaine Foundation Inc.
Eversource Energy Foundation, Inc.
Fidelity Charitable
Firman Fund
The Gaffney Foundation
Goldstone Family Foundation
The Gordon F. Linke & Jocelyn B. Linke Foundation
Gorter Family Foundation
The Harvey Hubbell Foundation
Hickory Hill Foundation
Horizons National Student Enrichment Program Inc.
J. Christopher and Anne N. Reyes Foundation
J. Walton Bissell Foundation, Inc.
J.P. Morgan Charitable Giving Fund
The James E. and Constance L. Bell Foundation
James W. Thornton Family Foundation
John and Nancy Sabol Foundation
Jones Family Foundation
The Julien L. McCall Foundation
Kevin & Christine Chessen Revocable Trust
Keybank Foundation
The Knapp Fund
Lange Family Foundation II
Lego Community Fund U.S.
Lucy Rosenberry Jones Charitable Trust
The Manafort Family Foundation Inc.
Margery Holley Uhlein Fund
McCarthy-Bjorklund Foundation
National Christian Foundation of South Florida
Nelson Mead Fund
The New York Community Trust
Pasadena Community Foundation
The Patrina Foundation
Patterson Family Charitable Foundation
The Pennygahel Foundation, Inc.
Peter R. & Cynthia K. Kellogg Foundation
The Prentice Family Fund
Rencourt Foundation, Inc.
Rhode Island Foundation
The Richard Foundation
The Ridgely Revocable Trust
Rosenberry Charitable Term Trust
The Rutledge Family Foundation
S. Spencer Scott Fund, Inc.
Schwab Charitable
The Scripps Family Fund for Education and the Arts
The Selz Foundation, Inc.
Seven ‘C’ Foundation
The Starrett Foundation
Steelcase Education
Stephanie and Lawrence Flinn, Jr. Charitable Trust
The Stocker Foundation
Swiftwater Foundation, Inc.
Thomas M. & Esther C. Flanagan Charitable Trust
Triskeles Foundation
United Way of Brevard County, Inc.
United Way of Greater Waterbury
United Way of Rhode Island
The Walt Disney Company Foundation
WestWind Foundation
The Charles A. Weyerhaeuser Memorial Foundation
William and Alice Mortensen Foundation
The Wingmead Trust
The Wolverine Foundation
Woodland Foundation, Inc.
Zickler Family Foundation

Matching Gifts, Vendors and Corporations

Aetna Foundation, Inc.
Bassett Furniture Industries
C.E. Floyd Company, Inc.
Cleveland H. Dodge Foundation, Inc.
Comer Incorporated Foundation
Fidelity Charitable
Fiduciary Trust Co.
Figure Eight Properties, Inc.
The GE Foundation
Horizons National Student Enrichment Program, Inc.
J. P. Morgan Charitable Trust
Lia Honda
Morgan Stanley Global Impact Funding Trust, Inc.
Network for Good
PCX Aerostructures, LLC
Poillon-Brescia Family Fund of the BOA Charitable Gift Fund
The Prospect Hill Foundation
Robinson + Cole
Salesforce.org
Tri State Consulting Services, Inc.
TRUMPF Inc.
Updike, Kelly & Spellacy, P.C.
The Walt Disney Company Foundation
Xerox Corporation
YourCause, LLC
Gifts to Horizons at The Ethel Walker School

Denise and Chad Alfeld P’19
American Nutrition Center, Avon
Anonymous
Aurora Foundation
Avon Prime Meats
Neil and Hedy Ayers
Sandra Kaye Baker
Sandra Balavender
Barre3 Farmington Valley
Shirley Bendza
Melissa Bernardo
Jackie Blea
Ashley Born
Restaurant Bricco
Christopher L. Brigham
Suzanne Buenaventura
Cake Gypsy
Leila Cancellieri
Alex E. Capo
Elisa Del Valle Cardona
Isabel Ceballos
Jessica Ceballos
John Ceballos
Luisa Ceballos
The Cigna Foundation
Ursula and Bob Cleaver P’20
Emily Coffin
Janet and Stanley Cohen P’93, GP’15, ’16, ’18, ’20, ’21
Law Offices of Cohen, Burns, Hard & Paul
Mary Beth Conley
Contours Hair and Spa
Natalie and David Corbett P’21
Allison Corbosiero
Shaday Correa
Alicia Couch-Edwards ‘07
Country ’92.5
Cristina and Todd D’Alessandro P’19
Eleni DeGraw
Delamar Spa
Division West Bistro
Tiffany and Mishone Donelson P’25
ESPN
Eversource Energy Foundation, Inc.
Figure Eight Properties, Inc.
Linda Yoder and John Finn P’18
Mario J. Florez
Kristin Flyntz
Kenna Grant
Suzanne Fawbush and Chris Grisanti
Hartford Symphony Orchestra
Horizons National Student Enrichment Program, Inc.
Princess Hyatt
Ironwood Capital Holdings, LLC
J. Walton Bissell Foundation, Inc.
Patricia Jaeger P’16
Jazzercise Farmington Valley Fitness Center
Jennifer and Joseph T. Lardner P’18, ’23
Sandra Marin Lautier ‘07
Lego Community Fund U.S.
Brigitte Leschhorn
Stephen Lewis
Genie and John Lomba P’13, ’16, ’18
Becky Lowry
Shayna Cohen Luciani ’93, P’20, ’21 and
Mario Luciani P’20, ’21
Alexander Lunding
Christopher Lunding
Olivia Luppino
Colleen and Robert Magnus P’20
The Manafort Family Foundation Inc.
Colleen and Robert Magnus P’20
Eliza David Massaro ’92
Melanie Maurice
Carol and Steven D. Mayer P’08
Tanya McNamara
Gayethri Narayanswamy and Swathantra
Melekote P’22
Amy Miller
Miguel Miranda
John Monagan
Radiika and Dennis Morris P’19
Linda Moses
Galina Mouradova
Shari and James Nastri P’21
New England Pasta Company
Grace and Jeffrey Niland P’15, ’18
The Oh Family
Colleen Olsen
Ann O’Reilly ’80, P’17
Jesse Ouellette
Kelly O’Connor Pasciucco ’79
Pasta Vita
Amy and Neil Paul P’16, ’18
Kim and Helder Pereira
Private Capital Group, LLC
Meyling Real
Catherine Reed
Melissa and Thomas Regan P’13
Rhode Island Foundation
Robert A. Richardson
Sarah Roberson
Robinson + Cole
Roger J. Roche, Jr.
Katharine O’Brien Rohn ’82
Anja and Eugene Rosenberg
Carol and Martin Ross P’18, ’19
Molly and Thomas Rutledge
The Rutledge Foundation
Suzanne and David H. Schweitzer P’10, ’19
Kristin Shah
Diane and Jerry Sheldon GP’20, ’23
Barbara Simon
The Simsbury Inn
Janet Spielman
Jennifer Steadman
Beth and Christopher E. Strapp P’18, ’21
Linda and Timothy Szczypiel P’21
Kimberly and David Thacker P’24
The Scripps Family Fund for Education and the Arts
The Stocker Foundation
Travelers Championship
TRUMPF Inc.
Updike, Kelly & Spellacy, P.C.
Tyler Varsell
Alice Vautour
Carmen and Pedro Vega P’20
The Ethel Walker School Equestrian Program
Wealth Management Group of N.A, LLC
Meg and Joe Weist
Elysa Gordon and Steven Wexler P’23
Amy Wheeler and Timothy Reny
Emily R. Wick P’15
William and Alice Mortensen Foundation
Frank P. Williams
Eileen Williams-Lessard
Xerox Corporation
Faculty and Staff, and Friends

We extend a special thank you to the faculty, staff and friends of The Ethel Walker School for their generous support.

Faculty and Staff

Corina Alvarezdelugo
Kathryn Bacon
Je Banach
Benjamin Barker
Clarissa and Alan Basch P'15
Jane M. Berling
Melissa Bernardo
Kristen Blatt
Randi Booth
Heather Bucknam
Suzanne Buenaventura
Madeline Christensen Cadwell
Leila Cancellieri
Elisa Del Valle Cardona
Brianne J. Carillo ’09
Ellyn and Darrell Carrington P’02
Isabel Ceballos
Alice M. Chryystal
Carol Clark-Flanagan and
Thomas M. Flanagan P’93, ’97
Mary Beth Conley
Cristina and Todd D’Alessandro P’19
Heather Fay Dawson ’90, P’25 and
Robert Dawson P’25
Jade Dennett
Mimi and Paul Duran P’18
Anne Dzialo
Sarah Edson
Kati Eggert
Maureen Fiedler P’95, ’98
Marissa Forde
Scott Frey
Mark Fuller
Shari and Michael Galvin P’14
Margaret and Jon Gooch P’24
Julie and Jeremy Greshin P’12
Alexandra Grisanti
Elizabeth A. Hall
Lee-Ann and Mitchell Harris P’13
Michelle and David Helpin P’19
Laurie and Robert H. Hine P’16
Lindsay Hodgman
Princess Hyatt
Nishette Isaac
Gregory R. Jandreau
E. Nathaniel Johnson
Linda Langmeier
Brigitte Leschhorn
Gene and John Lomba P’13, ’16, ’18
Laurie J. MacAlpine P’08
Lisa and Robert McLoughlin P’26
Daniel Meyers
Emily Mitchell
John Monagan and Alicia Couch Edwards ’07
Daniele and Jacob Ness P’24, ’25
Brendan O’Dwyer
Gretchen Orschiedt
Mallory Greene Pasquariello
Marion and Guy Paterson P’17, ’19
Amy and Neil Paul P’16, ’18
Jennifer and Steven Pelletier P’20
Kim Pereira
Suzanne Piela and Stacy Maddern P’22
Kathleen Pilsbury
Sandra and John Quinlan P’16
Renata and Anthony J. Ranaldi P’18, ’20
Catherine Reed
Susan and David A. Riggles P’18
Krystina Rosa
Aline Rossiter
Michelle and Thomas Sawyer P’13
Lara Schmeleter
Karl Schwoerke
Joanna Holdredge Seaver ’99
Joan E. Skelley
Kimberly and David Thacker P’24
Cheri Soule Torpey
Justin Treado
Tyler Varsell
Meera Visswanathan and Eric Widmer
Ann Marie Ware
Amy Wheeler and Timothy Reny
Qi Yang

Friends

Neil and Hedy Ayers
Sandra Kaye Baker
Sandra Balavender
Timothy R. Bazemore
Shirley Bendzka
Jackie Blea
Margaret H. Bonz
Ashley Born
Alex E. Capo
Jessica Ceballos
John Ceballos
Luisa Ceballos
Elizabeth Rockwell Cesare
Allison Corbosiero
Shaday Correa
Eleni DeGraw
Henry G. Dillingham, II
Pat Fisher
Mario J. Florez
Sara Kellogg Goodrich
Kenna Grant
Suzanne Fawbush and Chris Grisanti
Marisa Packard Johnson
Jane Johnston
Stephen Lewis
Lynn Staley and Martin Linsky
Becky Lowry
Alexander Lunding
Christopher Lunding
Olivia Luppino
Melanie Maurice
Tanya McNamara
Amy Miller
Miguel Miranda
Linda Moses
Jodi and Anthony Oh
Peggy and G. Peter O’Neill, Jr.
Jesse Ouellette
Patricia Pruett
Meiling Real
Robert A. Richardson
Sarah Roberson
Roger J. Roche, Jr.
Anja and Eugene Rosenberg
Lorie and Stuart Rosenwald
Thomas Rutledge
Kristin Shah
Barbara Simon
Janet Spilman
Yvette Standberry
Jennifer Steadman
Alice Vautour
Meg and Joe Weist
Frank P. Williams
Eileen Williams-Lessard
Frederick C. Witsell, Jr. W’52
Teresa Younger
Geraldine Zimmerman
Gifts-in-Kind
Asher Tharpe Farm
American Nutrition Center, Avon
Avon Prime Meats
Barre3 Farmington Valley
Restaurant Bricco
Cake Gypsy
Suzanne Schroeder Chapman ‘63
The Cigna Foundation
Ursula and Bob Cleaver P’20
Law Offices of Cohen, Burns, Hard & Paul
Contours Hair and Spa
Country 92.5
Delamar Spa
Division West Bistro

Danielle Edwardson
ESPN
Lori-Jean Foster
Hartford Symphony Orchestra
Jazzercise Farmington Valley Fitness Center
Lego Community Fund U.S.
Colleen and Robert Magnus P’20
Eliza David Massaro ‘92
Miguel Miranda
Myrthia Moore ’79 and J. Steven Manolis
Galina Mouradova
Mirela and Gilman Mucaj P’21
Shari and James Nastri P’21
New England Pasta Company
Colleen Olsen
Gretchen Orschiedt

Pasta Vita
Amy and Neil Paul P’16, ‘18
Sarah E. Puckhaber ’07
Roger J. Roche, Jr.
Margot Treman Rose ’80
The Rutledge Family Foundation
Stephanie Musso-Shemo and Robert Shemo P’21
The Simsbury Inn
Samantha M. Sorbaro ‘11
Steelcase WorkLife Center
Linda and Timothy Szczypial P’21
Travelers Championship
Darci Valiez
Carmen and Pedro Vega P’20
Rebecca and Wilson Vega
The Ethel Walker School Equestrian Program
Tributes 2018-2019

In Honor of

Jennifer Alter Abt ’89
Sarah Duggan ’89

Elizabeth Acorn ’04
Stephanie and Larry Acorn P’04

Catherine Goldstein Auerbach ’88
Morton L. Goldstein, M.D. P’88

Elizabeth Irving Ballantine ’45* and
Herbert W. Ballantine, Jr.
Alexandra Wickser Ballantine ’73

Ross A. C. Beed ’13
Allison Barringer P’13

Aimee Murdock Burke ’89
Sarah Duggan ’89

Roger Cantello P’14
Jacinta Lomba ’13

Beth Cantrell
Anne Kennedy ’80

Carol Clark-Flanagan P’93, ’97
Madeline N. Niland ’15
Katherine Flanagan Shoss ’97
Deborah Flagg Smith ’85

Gwendolyn Couch P’07, ’10
Alicia Couch-Edwards ’07

Ruby Dawson ’25
Heather Fay Dawson ’90, P’25 and
Robert Dawson P’25

Yolanda Eleta de Varela ’81
Motria Procyk ’81

Maureen Fiedler P’95, ’98
Jennifer Soderburg ’98

Emily Forman ’02
Amy and Stuart Forman P’02

Alora G. Foster ’17
Lori-Jean and Wayne P. Foster P’17

Scott Frey
Julie and Alan Berard P’19

Claire Garceau ’21
Bob and Merrilyn Garceau GP’21

Lila Gooch ’24
Margaret and Jon Gooch P’24

Sara Kellogg Goodrich
Heather Sweeney ’82

Nancy Gerdau Graves ’59
Anne Dobbin Bailliere ’59

Julie and Jeremy Greshin P’12
Marisa R. Greshin ’12

Illiana M. Grossman ’22
Maura and David Grossman P’21, ’22

Natalia M. Grossman ’21
Maura and David Grossman P’21, ’22

Isabelle C. Hartwell ’17
Amy and David Hartwell P’17

Aska K. Haug ’22
Veena Raghuvir and Ryan Haug P’22

Annabelle M. Hicks ’10
Laura and George V. Hicks P’10

Cuong Huynh P’91, ’92, ’93
Toan Huynh ’93

Windy Black Jansen ’03
Anne and Rodman R. Black, Jr. P’03

E. Nathaniel Johnson
Michelle and David Helmin P’19

Lilith Johnson ’19
Marie and Tony Delnicki GP’19, ’22

Celeste La Raja ’85
Adriana and Raymond D. La Raja P’85

Evelyn Lindo
Britt-Marie Cole-Johnson and
Craig Johnson P’25

Genie and John Lomba P’13, ’16, ’18
Laura Schmelter

Laurie J. MacAlpine P’08
Michelle and David Helmin P’19
Sofia E. Lomba ’18

Walker MacMannis
Katherine R. Hypolite-MacMannis ’04

Lauren E. Milka ’08
Rebecca and Terrence Milka P’08

John Monagan
Julie and Alan Berard P’19

Daniele Ness P’24, ’25
Julie and Alan Berard P’19

Jill E. O’Brien ’13
Joseph O’Brien and Hilary Waldman P’13

Brendan O’Dwyer
Julie and Alan Berard P’19

Ann O’Reilly ’80, P’17
Patricia O’Reilly ’77

Priscilla O’Reilly ’78
Patricia O’Reilly ’77

Kelly O’Connor Pasciucco ’79
Ellen Gerry Breed ’79

Emma Paterson ’19
Jean Waller Brune GP’17, ’19
Pamela Paterson GP’17, ’19
Marion and Guy Paterson P’17, ’19

Idabelle J. Paterson ’17
Jean Waller Brune GP’17, ’19
Marion and Guy Paterson P’17, ’19

Amy Paul P’16, ’18
Linda Moses

Jennifer Pelletier P’20
Julie and Alan Berard P’19

Daniela Ramirez ’19
Olga Kalandova-Ramirez and
Carlos Ramirez P’19

Katharine O’Brien Rohn ’82
Katharine S. O’Brien P’82, ’84

Pamela Safford ’81
Deborah Safford P’81, ’84

Suzanne Safford ’84
Deborah Safford P’81, ’84

Emily Sappington ’06
Susan and Joseph B. Sappington P’06, GP’24

Sheri Schmidt
Jacinta Lomba ’13

Stephanie R. Schwartz ’10
Randall Schwartz P’10

Hannah Schweitzer ’19
Suzanne and David H. Schweitzer P’10, ’19

Ella Shafer ’21
Susan Shafer P’21

Julia Sheldon P’20, ’23
Sara M. Lomba ’16
Susan and David A. Riggles P’18

Kelsey A. Shelton ’12
Gail and James Shelton P’12

Claire E. Shemo ’21
Gale Musso GP’21

Dorothy Silverherz
Debbie and Bernard Rosselli P’98

Eleanor S. Speers ’16
Susan Speers GP’16

Bessie and Tom Speers P’16
Lindsay Marx and Noah Gotbaum P’18

Caroline Stent ’19
Linda Stent GP’19
Caroline M. Strapp '18
Yvette Standberry

Elisabeth Strapp '21
Yvette Standberry

Gretchen and Richard* Swibold P'78
Katharine Swibold '78

Cheryl A. Tourigny '09
Pat and Jay S. Tourigny P'09

Quinn Van Cara '23
Flo Van Cara GP'23

Meera Viswanathan
Elisa Del Valle Cardona
Mary Mead-Hagen '72

Meera Viswanathan and Eric Widmer
Lynn Staley and Martin Linsky

Emily Vitali '20
Louis Vitali P'20

Elizabeth T. Wright Wempe '86
Richard T. Wright P'86

Amy Wheeler
Elisa Del Valle Cardona
Genie and John Lomba P'13, '16, '18
Karl Schwoerke

Mairead M. Wicklow '21
Lois and Barry Wicklow P'21

Sofia Zarmsky '19
Roxanne Zarmsky P'19

In Honor of Reunion
Jennifer Alter Abt ’89
Alexandra Flood Alcoff ’94
Alexis Simone Austin ’14
Karen Baldwin ’79
Elizabeth Elkinton Barr ’69
Blair Beutts ’88
Marie Herkert Bogdanovics ’79
Stephanie Stockwell Cadigan ’79
Caroline A. Calandro ’14
Broanna J. Carillo ’09
Gillian Reighley Christensen ’69
Evelyn Carter Cowles ’69
Anne Haviland Cullen ’79
Linda Mitchell Davis ’49
Katherine Dressesner ’69
Sarah Duggan ’89
Breanne Evans ’04
Jan Muller Finn ’69
Ashley King Goddard ’79
Swan McLean Grant ’39, P’71
Ruth Harrison Grobe ’69
Ann C. Madonia Hamm ’84
Karen O’Callaghan Horan ’73
Katherine Murphy Ingle ’69
Barbara Thomas Kennedy ’69
Gurukirn Khalsa ’69
Suzanne L. Korff de Gidts ’00
Royce Lake Lehmann ’54
Darby Tench Leicht ’74
Sarah Wood Lewis ’69
Virginia Bevis Littleton ’69
Sara M. Lomba ’16
Winifred Baker Mackall ’59
Anne Spole MAuk ’69
Elizabeth McKee ’79
Meaghan McLean ’99
Ana Victoria Mestre ’69
Carolyn Espasas Muchacho ’89
Laurie Cherbonnier Nielsen ’69
Cristina Orsi-Lirot ’74
Sarah Peck Teger ’79
Amanda K. Petruskevicius ’09
Mary Derbyshire Petty ’79
Lela Schaus Philip ’79
Nancy Rathborne ’59
Brice Barry Russian ’89
Jane Shanhoit Sacasa ’69
Andrea Marschalk Scheying ’69
Elizabeth S. Spoeheil ’74
Mary Jane Stolte ’69
Elisabeth Bartleit Sturges ’58
Eleanor Taylor ’89
Caroline O’Brien Thomas ’84
Lise Wicksr Toland ’79
Betty Richards Tripp ’54
Elizabeth K. Turner ’14
Paula Vega ’89
Nancy Mack von Euler ’79
Pennell Whitney ’69
Vanessa Guerrini-Maraladi Wilcox ’74
Carolyn Wyeth ’74

DIALS Spirit Club
Alexis R. King ’17
Grace and Joseph Petrarca P’19, ’22
Nancy Lawrence Sargent ’41

SUNS Spirit Club
Charlene and Edward Bastarache P’19
Patricia Kelsey Schultz ’60

Ethel Walker Faculty and Staff
Holly and Donald Shanly P’19

Ethel Walker School
Meher Khan ’15

Walker’s ASSIST
Diana Westphal ’11

40th Reunion
Dina Cathey Solomon ’79

50th Reunion
Barbara Arnold ’69
Elizabeth Elkinton Barr ’69
Susan Nichols Ferriere ’69
Jean-Alise Uehlinger Koch ’69
Martha Scott Moury ’69
Sally Richardson Thompson ’69
Pennell Whitney ’69

60th Reunion
Carroll Morgan Carpenter ’59, P’68
Jane Ingraham MacCloskey ’59
Elena Miller Shoch ’59

65th Reunion
Patricia Blum Deetjen ’54

75th Reunion
Elizabeth Hubbard Cook ’44

Class of 1949
Carol Robb Blount ’49
Nancy Hart ’49

Class of 1950
Joan Gilbert Thayer ’50

Class of 1965
Henrietta Clement Hildebrand ’65

Class of 1968
Elizabeth Austell Straight ’68

Class of 1971
Donna Williams ’71

Class of 1976
Staley Cayce Sednaoui ’76

Class of 1992
Leah K. Anathan ’92

Class of 2004
Tori Saffiern ’04

Class of 2009
Heather M. Solis ’09

Class of 2013
Joseph O’Brien and Hilary Waldman P’13

Class of 2014
Caroline A. Calandro ’14

Class of 2018
Calista Duggan ’18

Class of 2019
Catherine Reed
IN MEMORY OF

Ms. Elizabeth Ash
Carolyn Foley ’65
Marion Bierwirth Woolam ’69

Philip Bonz
Margaret H. Bonz

Emily Broidrick ’98
Ipsta Das ’98

Alexandra Brucker ’95
Jessica Bartolini Patras ’95

Susan Findlay Cathey ’55, P ’79
Dina Cathey Solomon ’79

Margaret Clarkson Chapin ’48
Suzette Spitzer King ’48
Alden Calmer Read ’48

Illa Larkin Clement ’37, P ’65
Henrietta Clement Hildebrand ’65

Kate Corroon ’65
Ellen Corroon Petersen ’60

Beatriz de la Sierra ’86
Micaela Porta ’86

Amey Amory DeFriez ’45, P ’67, ’69
Jean Reddy Armour ’45

Juanin Clay Dezalduondo
Lonna Lord Davis ’67

Frances Andrews Dillingham ’33
Henry G. Dillingham, II
Lorie and Stuart Rosenwald

Robert and Kathleen Frigo
Maria P. del Cachio and Mark Frigo P ’20

Barbara Hanson GP ’21
Mary and Nicholas Greggains P ’21

Susan Arnold Hardy P ’80
Cynthia Arnold Pribil ’80

Lois Johnson Hughes ’74
Elizabeth Palmer Higgins ’74

Ann Dana Kusch ’58
Jane Johnston

John E. Mack
Laurne Mack McBride ’57

Maria Mayorga Moore ’54
Betty Richards Tripp ’54

Norman F. Nelson P ’77
Fraser Nelson ’77

June Laflin Oliver ’60
Mary Jo Laflin Field ’56

Gerald O'Reilly P ’80, GP ’17
Fraser Nelson ’77

Pamela Peck ’68
Kimberley Smith Niles ’68

Janet Leahan Radmore
Laura and Vincent Radmore P ’25

Shane Raffle ’94
Christina Christie ’94

Mary Schwerin Ritter ’53
Betty Richards Tripp ’54

Madeleine Sala Salster
Alice Wayland Cruikshank ’51

Henry Schreier P ’81
Sally Schreier P ’81

Deborah Flagg Scott ’48, P ’74
Suzette Scott Hearn ’74

Patricia Kennedy Scott ’44, P ’69, ’72
Pamela Scott Volkmann ’72

Mrs. Rita D. Shea
Heather Sweeney ’82

Caroline O’Brien Sobieski ’57
Karen Peterson Earle ’57

Zenit Soto ’03
Emily Lawrence Walberg ’03

Anne M. Strong ’62
Catherine Smith Leonard ’62

William Scott Tiernan P ’01
Lynda Scheerer Stokes ’44, GP ’01

Eleanor Taft Tilton ’19, GP ’84
Catherine T. Kenney ’84, P ’25 and
Michael Vogel P ’25

Cynthia Guerra Vega ’59, P ’82, ’83, ’89
Cynthia T. Vega ’82

Wanda Emch Veh
Victoria Veh ’76

Louisa Caroline Wagley ’01
Lisa Danforth Hurst ’79

Bertha Washington
Amber Carter ’15

Frances Wentworth GP ’04, ’06
Janice W. Lashnits P ’04, ’06

Daphne Towne Witsell ’52
Frederick C. Witsell, Jr. ’52

Lynn Drury Womsley ’59
Mary Stout Lawrence ’59
The Ethel Walker Heritage Society

The Ethel Walker Heritage Society was established to celebrate and honor those women and men who have chosen to make gifts to The Ethel Walker School through a bequest.

Throughout Walker’s long history, bequest gifts have been the largest source of investment income to the School. Ethel Walker’s personal philanthropy through planned giving reflects this generosity of spirit. She has been an extraordinary benefactor to the School having shaped the School with her vision from its founding moments and now into perpetuity. Her demonstration of planning for the future helped to realize her philanthropic ambitions. It is a fitting tribute that our planned giving society bears her name.

We invite other alumnae, parents and friends to share in Ethel Walker’s ambitions and commitment to an extraordinary education for girls and consider joining her and many others by creating a planned gift.

The Ethel Walker Heritage Society

Lynn Allegaert ’64
Joan Garver Anderson ’57
Beverly Vander Poel Banker ’60, P’82
Margot Campbell Bogert ’60
Ann Watson Bresnahan ’69
Elizabeth Rockwell Cesare
Rebecca and G. Munroe Cobey P’01, ’03
Sarah Gates Colley ’75
Clive K. Connor P’05
Sharon and John B. Davies P’96, ’00
Leonor Lobo de Gonzalez ’51
Arney Amory DeFriez ’45, P’67, ’69*
Sara Kellogg Goodrich
Ruth Harrison Grobe ’69
Kate Crichton Gubelmann ’67
Constance and C. Hugh Hildesley P’85
Carol Hoffman Jason ’75
Sarah Johnson ’78, P’10
Moorhead C. Kennedy W’52
Martha Bloch McLanahan ’58
Elizabeth Nash Muench ’55
Leslie Hailand Newman ’66
Letitia McClure Potter ’55, P’85
Elizabeth Rauch Rainoff ’53
Margot Treman Rose ’80
Mary Bebel Schinke ’81
Elizabeth Austell Straight ’68
Abra Prentice Wilkin ’60
Terese Treman Williams ’55, P’80
Nancy Cooper Young-Williams ’48, P’70

* DECEASED
2018–2019 Advancement Volunteers

No fundraising program can succeed without the dedication of its volunteers. Alumnae, parents, grandparents and friends of The Ethel Walker School once again joined together to ensure the realization of our 2017-2018 goals. To them all, we extend a heartfelt thank you.

Classic Correspondents

Olivia S. Aker ’14
Taryn Anderson ’14
Carol Grady Andrews ’52
Kelsey A. Ballard ’11
Betsy Ballenger ’71
Barbara Welles Bartlett ’58
Talia A. Basch ’15
Karen Polcer Bdera ’79
Emma Bedford-Jack ’05
Alicia Kelly Benedetto ’97
Brooke Berescik-Johns ’98
Brittany J. Camacho ’14
Emily Casey ’07
Sage Dunlap Chase ’62
Dia Wasley Chigas ’67
Monet S. Clarke ’12
Karen Crowe ’97
Marsha Davis ’89
Anna Perkins de Cordova ’83
Sarah Elting Doering ’65
Philippa Eschauzier Earl ’94
Joan Ferguson Ellis ’47
Cynthia Smith Evanisko ’71
Vivienne Felix ’99
Juliet Ward Flood ’77
Phyllis Richard Fritts ’60
Gail Chandler Gaston ’70
Susan Kleinhaus Gilbertson ’53
Mimi Morrison Harrison ’93
Jennifer Hetzler ’80
Adrienne Massie Hill ’56
Alicia Little Hodge ’01
Holly Jackson ’02
Sarah Keefer ’91
Gurukirn Khalsa ’69
Kathleen A. Kirby ’08
Ourania Koutsoukos ’76
Veronica Leger ’81
Cythlen Cunningham Maddock ’63
Ameena Makdooomi ’13
Tahra Makinson-Sanders ’86
Emily Mauldin ’15
Ruth Cummings Mead ’47
Ebony Moses ’06
Catlin E. Moss ’09
Idabelle J. Paterson ’17
Georgia C. Paul ’16
Jeanette C. Pelizzon ’07
Doris Pendleton ’75
Amanda Pitman ’90
Lettitia McClure Potter ’55, P’85
Carolyn Pouch ’88
Esther Pryor ’85
Allison M. Quigley ’00
Cythlen Higgins Roby ’64
Sandra Lipson Ryon ’57
Whitley Ram Schoeny ’92
Deborah Seaman ’71
Alle Shane ’06

Nicole Lewenson Shargel ’95
Elena Miller Shoch ’59
Lori Stewart ’87
Caroline M. Strapp ’18
Katharine Swibold ’78
Artemis E. M. Talvat ’14
Betty Richards Tripp ’54
Cynthia T. Vega ’82
Marielle Vigneau-Britt ’06
Joanna Betts Virkler ’72
Lisa A. Volg ’14
Marianne T. Pettit ’10
Larke Woods Wheeler ’76
Vanessa Guernini-Maraldi Wilcox ’74
Paige Williams-Rivera ’13
Averil Wyman-Blackburn ’04

Ethel Walker School
Parents Association Board 2018–2019

Shayna Cohen Luciani ’93, P’20, ’21
President

Natalie Corbett P’21
Vice President

Shari Nastr P’21
Secretary

Beth Strapp P’18, ’21
Treasurer

Karen Donshik P’24
Middle School Chair and Liaison

Grace Petrarca P’19, ’22
Chair, Upper School Committee

Colleen Magnus P’20
Carol Ross P’18, ’19
Co-Chairs, All School Committee

Kimberly Zeytoonian P’21
Upper School Day Parent Liaison

Hazel Mugo P’21, ’22
Upper School Boarding Parent Liaison

Peter Mugo P’21, ’22
International Parent Liaison

Julie Berard P’19
President Emerita

2019 Class Representatives
Kelly Majka P’19
Ann Nannoum P’19

2020 Class Representatives
Meg Castineiras P’20
Deborah Savino P’20

2021 Class Representatives
Natalie Corbett P’21
Beth Strapp P’18, ’21

Hosts

Denise and Chad Alfeld P’19
Roberta Gerstell Bennett ’53
Margot Campbell Bogert ’60
Sarah Gates Colley ’75
Ximena Eleta de Sierra ’83
Lindsay P. N. Flynn ’05
Gail Chandler Gaston ’70
Lisa Danforth Hurst ’79
Cynthia Kirkland Kellogg ’60
Yollanda Chang Li ’74
Helen Harvey Mills ’54
Myrthia Moore ’79 and J. Stephen Manolis
Kathryn and Robert Morris P’19
Kelly O’Connor Pascucci ’79
Sarah E. Puckhaber ’07
Katharine O’Brien Rohn ’82
Lisa Pagliaro Selz ’69
Amy Storrow ’81
Linda and Neal Stromhymeyer P’21
Amy Lee Yee ’73
Rong Li and JingYuan Zhou P’20

Regional Volunteers

Jennifer Alter Abt ’89
Elizabeth Borland Blodgett ’91
Sarah Elting Doering ’65
Alisa Veit Foulke ’87
Alicia Little Hodge ’01
Veronica Leger ’81
Charlotte Weidlein Lenzner ’05
Tahra Makinson-Sanders ’86
Sarah E. Puckhaber ’07
Tracey S. Reifler ’82
Jamiah N. Tappin ’00
Kelly Tran ’07

Reunion Volunteers

Jennifer Alter Abt ’89
Karen Polcer Bdera ’79
Aimee Murdock Burke ’89
Caroline A. Calandro ’14
Brianna J. Carillo ’09
Christina Christie ’94
Phyllipa Espuschauer Earl ’94
Kirsten Eckelmeyer ’94
Sara Esthus ’99
Janet L. Galvin ’14
Leslie Higgins ’59, P’83*
Katherine R. Hypolite ’04
* Deceased
Former members of the Board of Trustees who continue to be ambassadors for the School and its future.

Alexandra Badger Airth ’83
Abdulatif Al-Hamad P’02
Renee H. Alexander ’13
Lynn Alleget ’54
L. Thomas Applegate P’95
Julia Whitfield Auerbach ’82
Bruce Backman P’16, ’18
David H. Badger P’83
Betsy Ballenger ’11
Beverly Vander Poel Banker ’60, P’82
Ann Barry P’14
Lawrence E. Bathgate II P’90
Timothy R. Bazemore
Stephen Becker P’15
Henry P. Becton P’69, ’70
Constance Lavino Bell ’48, P’72, ’75, GP’12, ’14
Stuart M. Bell
Roberta Gerstell Bennett ’53
Julie Berard P’19
Suzanne Chapin Berl ’64
Anne Black P’03
Nancie Magee Bourne ’53, P’77, ’82
Ann Watson Bresnahan ’69
Kathleen Bringham P’82, ’85
Lorraine Smith Brooks ’75
Wendy Buck Brown ’79
Naomi I. Bryant P’96
Claudia Ramsland Burch ’68
Joseph J. Carideo P’93
Janet Carroll ’72
David Castellani P’09
Paulette Castillo ’73
Page Chapman P’81
Elizabeth Siavge Clark ’67, P’04
G. Munroe Cobey P’01, ’03
Jeffrey W. Cook P’73, ’75
Ann Stone Costello ’68
E. Kay Cowan
Mally Cox-Chapman ’69

W. Carroll Coyne P’82, ’86
Darrell W. Crate P’79
Gizella Callender Crawford ’81
Terry Crescimanno P’08, ’13
Philip Crowe, Jr. P’97, GP’13
Robin Lorton Danelli ’81
Barbara O. David P’92
John B. Davies P’96, ’00
Lorinda Payson de Roulet ’47, P’70
Sarah House Denby ’72
Ashley Bourne Dewey ’82
Ruth Z. Dougher P’89
S. Hallock du Pont, Jr., P’95
Clive L. DuVal III P’09
Margaret Field ’60
Susan Hewitt Fischer ’66
Alfred J. Fisher III P’92
Patrick Flynn P’05
Susan S. Ford ’83
Stuart Forman P’02
Katharine Fowler P’12
John R. French P’83, ’87
David M. Gaffney P’90
Gail Chandler Gaston ’70
Aileen Turnbull Geddes ’56
Christopher Getman P’86
Sara Kellogg Goodrich
James P. Gorter P’77
Richard Gottlieb P’93, ’96
Margaret Gray ’67
Carla Gregory P’13
Kate Crichton Gubelmann ’67
Theodore Haviland III, P’79
Fred A. Hazlewood P’92
Elise Trueben Henning ’61
C. Hugh Hildesley P’85
Adrienne Massie Hill ’56
Adelaide and Mark R. Hornberger P’01
Lain Howard-Sorrell P’09
Pamela Wasley Hughes ’63
Sarah Johnson ’78, P’10
Lucy Rosenberg Jones ’59, P’80, GP’21
Ann H. Kaplan P’95
George E. Kelly, Jr. P’93, ’97
Spencer Lampert P’14
Robert C. Legler P’91
William C. Lickle P’70, ’78, ’79
Michael G. Lincolpant P’84, ’87
Frances Lippincott ’76
Margaret Plunkett Lord ’47, P’69, ’71, GP’96
Russell R. MacDonnell P’96
Cythlen Cunningham Maddock ’63
Lynn Sheppard Manger ’59
Anne Sprole Mauk ’69
John J. McAtee
Julien L. McCall P’72
Alison McCall ’72
Sarah Johnson ’78, P’10
Lucy Rosenberg Jones ’59, P’80, GP’21
Ann H. Kaplan P’95
George E. Kelly, Jr. P’93, ’97
Spencer Lampert P’14
Robert C. Legler P’91
William C. Lickle P’70, ’78, ’79
Michael G. Lincolpant P’84, ’87
Frances Lippincott ’76
Margaret Plunkett Lord ’47, P’69, ’71, GP’96
Russell R. MacDonnell P’96
Cythlen Cunningham Maddock ’63
Lynn Sheppard Manger ’59
Anne Sprole Mauk ’69
John J. McAtee
Julien L. McCall P’72
Alison McCall ’72
Deborah McConnell P’98
Jay H. McDowell P’89
Mary Mead-Hagen ’72
Sophie Mellon P’15
Curtis Mewbourne P’18
Gail Sheppard Moloney ’56
Elizabeth Yirkey Moore ’64
Lane Morrison P’93
Elizabeth Nash Muench ’55
Bettina P. Murray P’88
Leslie Hailand Newman ’66
Celeste Royall Niarchos ’64

Dane Nichols ’64
Robert E. Nolan P’84
Katharine S. O’Brien P’82, ’84
Kemble Lickle O’Donnell ’79
G. Peter O’Neill, Jr.
Harold C. Parisen P’90
Kathryn McCarthy Parsons ’75
Angelene Pell ’57
Amanda Pitman ’90
Patricia Pruett
Diane Puckhaber P’07
Elizabeth Rauch Rainoff ’53
Susan Jensen Rawles ’82
Shannon Young Ray ’80
Brooke Gaffney Redmond ’90
Sue Reid P’09
Marie Connors Sulger Roberts ’49, P’84
Catherine S. Roberts P’96
Margot Treman Rose ’80
Jean Tilt Sammis ’57
Susan Sappington P’06, GP’24
Marcia A. Savage P’85
Nicholas Schaus P’79
Staley Cayce Sednaoui ’76
Lisa Pagliaro Selz ’69
Gail Shelton P’12
Glenn A. Siebler P’09
Deborah Bryant Sonnenschein ’73
Donya Nagib Soriano ’90
Deborah Bell Spoehel ’75, P’14
Elizabeth Austell Straight ’68
Ruth Streeter ’72
Richard P. Sullivan P’83, ’84
Susan Knapp Thomas ’80
Edith Timken P’89
Abigail Trafford ’57
Elizabeth Smith van Gemen ’77, P’07, ’09
Cynthia T. Vega ’82
Victoria Veh ’76
Carol Watson ’90, P’23
Frederick Wiersma P’18
Abra Prentice Wilkin ’60
Terese Treman Williams ’55, P’80
Marilyn Hodges Wilmerding ’60
Vanessa Wilson ’76
Katharine Winship ’73
William Wrigley, Jr. P’14